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EDITOR’S COMMENTS 

Presenting the 2020 winter issue of the Journal of the Washington Academy 

of Sciences. 

There are six papers in this issue plus one interesting Science Bite. 

All six papers are from an Ontology Conference and comprise a special 

issue in Ontology. 

Please consider submitting short (typically one page) papers on an 

interesting tidbit in science. There are a lot of interesting tidbits out there. 

Every science field has them. They sit in your brain ready to share. We all 

want to learn about things in fields other than our own. So pile them up and 

send them in. 

The Journal is the official organ of the Academy. Please consider 

sending in technical papers, review studies, announcements, SciBites, and 

book reviews. Send manuscripts to wasjournal@washacadsci.org. If you are 

interested in being a reviewer for the Journal, please send your name, email 

address, and specialty to the same address. Each manuscript is peer 

reviewed, and there are no page charges. 

I encourage people to write letters to the editor. Please send by email 

(wasjournal@washacadsci.org) comments on papers, suggestions for 

articles, and ideas for what you would like to see in the Journal. I also 

encourage student papers and will help the student learn about writing a 

scientific paper. 

Please remain safe and healthy in this time of pandemic. 

Sethanne Howard 
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Instructions to Authors 

Deadlines for quarterly submissions are: 

Spring — February | Fall — August 1 
Summer — May | Winter — November | 

Draft Manuscripts using a word processing program (such as 

MSWord), not PDF. We do not accept PDF manuscripts. 

Papers should be 6,000 words or fewer. If there are seven or more 

graphics, reduce the number of words by 500 for each graphic. 

Include an abstract of 150-200 words. 

Use Times New Roman, font size 12. 

Include two to three sentence bios of the authors. 

Graphics must be easily resizable by the editor to fit the Journal’s page 

size. Reference the graphic in the text. 

Use endnotes or footnotes. The bibliography may be in a style 

considered standard for the discipline or professional field represented 

by the paper. 

Submit papers as email attachments to the editor or to 

wasjournal@washacadsci.org . 

. Include the author’s name, affiliation, and contact information — 

including postal address. Membership in an Academy-affiliated society 

may also be noted. It is not required. 

. Manuscripts are peer reviewed and become the property of the 

Washington Academy of Sciences. 

. There are no page charges. 
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Toward Meaningful Explanations 

Kenneth Baclawski', Mike Bennett”, Gary Berg-Cross°, 
Todd Schneider*t, Ram D. Sriram? 

‘Northeastern University 
"Hypercube Limited, London 

SRDA/US Advisory Group, Troy, NY 
‘Engineering Semantics, Fairfax, VA 

National Institute of Standards & Technology 

Data are important! They are how we understand the world, and understanding 

the world is the special interest and purpose of Science. Understanding 

information that we gather about the world is an important part of the scientific 

process. However, data that are not correctly interpreted and understood are less 

than useless, they can actually be misleading or even damaging. So how can 

scientists, and people in general, understand their data? How can they 

understand the meaning of their data? If someone does not already understand 

some data, there should be a mechanism whereby an understanding is possible; 

in other words, some way to explain the data. This special issue is intended for 

a wide range of people who are concerned with meaningful explanations, 

including philosophers, physical scientists, engineers, linguists, social 

scientists, and many others. 

SIMPLY PUT AN EXPLANATION Is the answer to the question “Why?” as well 

as the answers to related questions such as “How?” and “Why not?” and 

requests for details and evidence for an answer. Accordingly, explanations 

generally occur within the context of a process, which could be a dialog 

between persons, between a person and a system, or an agent-to-agent 

communication process between two systems. It is important to note that 

explanations are not limited to textual media. Visual media such as 

diagrams, pictures and videos can also express explanations as well as or 

even better than text, especially when such media are interactive, thereby 

fulfilling the requirement that explanations allow for subsequent questions 

and extended conversation. Explanations also occur in social interactions 

when clarifying a point, expounding a view, or interpreting behavior. 

Another important context where explanations are important is the process 

of developing some kind of system, not necessarily a software system. Such 

a process requires the developers to make a series of decisions. The 

explanation for a decision is called its decision rationale. 
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This special issue is devoted to the subject of what explanations are 

and what they mean. The inspiration for this special issue is the Ontology 

Summit that was held in the first half of 2019. This event was concerned 

with the role of applied ontologies for explaining decisions made by a 

system. While ontology is the branch of philosophy that deals with the nature 

of being, applied ontology builds on philosophy, cognitive science, 

linguistics and logic with the purpose of understanding, clarifying, making 

explicit and communicating people’s distinctions and assumptions about the 

nature and structure of the world. Baclawski et a/ (2019) summarized the 

findings and challenges that were identified during the Ontology Summit 

2019. More specifically, it focused on critical explanation gaps and the role 

that ontology engineering could play for dealing with these gaps. This 

special issue expands on the subject of explanations that was introduced by 

the Ontology Summit 2019. 

A brief history of explanations provides some context for this special 

issue. Among the first known attempts at understanding the why of 

explanations as explained in (Chatterjee & Dutta, 2014) were those 

documented among Indian intellectuals and philosophers, beginning with 

the knowledge collection called the Vedas (dating back to 5000 BCE). This 

philosophical tradition included notions of context, logic and explanation 

that are similar to the modern conceptions. For example, there was a notion 

of syllogism that explicitly incorporated context into the structure of the 

syllogism. Explanation was also a part of logical inference. More generally, 

explanation in the form of a dialog between a teacher and a student appears 

throughout the Vedas (Satprakashananda, 1965; Chennakesavan, 1980). 

Greek intellectuals and philosophers subsequently studied the notion 

of an explanation. For example, to understand and explain the why there was 

a Peloponnesian War Thucydides defined explanations as a process where 

facts (indisputable data), which are observed, evaluated based on some 

common knowledge of human nature. This was then compared in order to 

reach generalized principles for why some events occur via a process akin 

to modern induction (Shanske, 2006). In the writings of Plato (e.g., Phaedrus 

and Theaetetus) we see explanations as an expression using logos 

knowledge compostable by Universal Forms, which are abstractions of the 

world’s entities we come to experience and know. Facts, in this view, are 

occurrences or states of affairs and may be a descriptive part of an 
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explanation, but not the deep Why. Aristotle’s view, such as in Posterior 

Analytics provides a more familiar view of explanation as part of a logical, 

deductive, process using reason to reach conclusions. Aristotle proposed 

four types of causes (a’tia) to explain things. These were from either the 

thing’s matter, form, end, or change-initiator (efficient cause) (Falcon, 

2006). Following Descartes, Leibniz, and especially Newton, modern 

deterministic causality using natural mechanisms became central to causal 

explanations. To know what causes an event means to employ natural laws 

as the central means to understand and explain why it happened. As this 

makes clear, some notions of the nature of knowledge, namely, how we 

come to know something and the nature of reality, are parts of explanation. 

For example, John Stuart Mill provides a deductivist account of explanation 

as evidenced by these two quotes: “An individual fact is said to be explained, 

by pointing out its cause, that is by stating the law or laws of causation, of 

which its production is an instance,” and “‘a law or uniformity of nature is 

said to be explained, when another law or laws are pointed out, of which that 

law is but a case, and from which it could be deduced (Mill 1843).” 

While explainability has always be a concern of computer systems, 

the issue has become especially relevant with the success of artificial 

intelligence (AI) algorithms, such as deep neural networks, whose 

functioning is too opaque and complex to be understood easily even by those 

who developed them. This could limit general acceptance of and trust in 

these algorithms in spite of their advantages and wide range of applicability. 

Explainable AI (XAI) is an active research area whose goal is to provide Al 

systems with some degree of explainability. In “Explainable Artificial 

Intelligence: An Overview,” Sargur N. Srihari surveys the field of XAI. 

Explanations provided by XAI methods take a variety of forms, ranging 

from traditional feature-based explanations to “heat-map” visualizations, 

from illustrative examples to probabilistic modeling. Clearly, XAI is an 

exciting new area at the frontiers of AI. 

When computers were developed, one of the earliest questions was 

whether they might eventually be as intelligent as humans. The field of Al 

was created not only to investigate this question but also actually to develop 

systems that achieved it. A fundamental aspect of human intelligence is that 

we have “common sense,” and the study of this aspect of intelligence has 

been a part of AI from the beginning. AI has also always emphasized the 
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benefits of providing explanations for system reasoning. While 

commonsense knowledge (CSK) and its associated reasoning processes 

would seem to be useful for explainability, CSK research has, until recently, 

been more concerned with knowledge representation than with 

explainability. In “Commonsense and Explanation: Synergy and Challenges 

in the Era of Deep Learning Systems” by Gary Berg-Cross, the connections 

between CSK and explanations are discussed, including the challenges and 

opportunities. The goal is to achieve fluid explanations that are responsive 

to changing circumstances, based on commonsense knowledge about the 

world. 

The healthcare enterprise involves many different stakeholders — 

consumers, healthcare professionals and providers, researchers, and 

insurers. Sources of health related data are highly diverse and have many 

levels of granularity. As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, healthcare 

issues that were previously only discussed by specialists are now part of the 

everyday discourse of the average individual. In “Applied Ontologies for 

Global Health Surveillance and Pandemic Intelligence,” Christopher J. O. 

Baker, Mohammad Sadnan Al Manir, Jon Hael Brenas, Kate Zinszer, and 

Arash Shaban-Nejad use Malaria surveillance as a use case to highlight the 

contribution of applied ontologies for enhancing enhanced interoperability, 

interpretability and explainability. These technologies are relevant for 

ongoing pandemic preparedness initiatives. 

Financial institutions are very complex entities that play many roles 

and have many kinds of stakeholders, ranging from customers, to regulators, 

to shareholders, and to the society as a whole. Given these many 

responsibilities, it is no surprise that financial institutions “have a lot of 

explaining to do,” as Michael Bennett so deftly begins his article “Financial 

Industry Explanation” where he presents some of the challenges of 

providing meaningful explanation in this domain. Explanations are a special 

case of the more general requirement of accountability which is becoming 

an issue for many other domains as well. The lessons learned by the financial 

industry explainability are likely to be valuable for other domains as well. 

Ontologies play a significant role in all of the many research projects 

referenced by papers in this special issue. However, the ontologies for 

explainability in XAI, commonsense reasoning, health surveillance, and 

finance do not seem to have much in common with one another. The final 
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paper, “Decision Rationales as Models for Explanations” by Kenneth 

Baclawski, attempts to weave the various strands of ontologies for 

explainability together in a single reference ontology by focusing on the 

observation that the purpose of most of the systems is to make decisions, and 

that it is the decisions that need to be explained. 

Processes today, whether they are based on software or human 

activities or a combination of them, or whether they use legacy systems or 

newly developed systems seldom include explainability. In nearly all cases, 

explanations are neither recorded nor can be easily generated. Unfortunately, 

explainability cannot simply be added as another module. Rather it should 

drive every process from the earliest stages of planning, analysis, and design. 

Explainability requirements must be empirically discovered during these 

stages (Clancey 2019). Unfortunately, currently there is little sensitivity to 

the need for explainability and little experience with addressing it. It is hoped 

that this special issue will assist stakeholders to develop their systems so that 

they provide meaningful explanations. 
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Explainable Artificial Intelligence: An Overview 

Sargur N. Srihari 

University at Buffalo, The State University of New York 

Abstract 

With a wide range of applications, Artificial Intelligence (AI) has spawned a 

spectrum of research activity on Al-related topics. One such area is that of 

explainable AI. It is a vital component of trustworthy AI systems. This paper 

provides an overview of explainable AI methods describing both post-hoc Al 

systems, which provide explanations with previously built conventional AI 

systems, and ante-hoc AI systems, which are configured from the start to 

provide explanations. The explanations take various forms: explanation 

based on features, explanation based on illustrative training samples, 

explanation based on embedded representations, and explanation based on 

heat-maps. There are also probabilistic explanations which combine neural 

network models with graphical models. Explainable AI is closely associated 

with many AI research topic frontiers such as neuro-symbolic AI and 

machine teaching. 

Contents 

1 Introduction 

1.1 Al sub-disciplines 

1.2 Trustworthy AI 

1.3. AI methods 

2 Explainable Artificial Intelligence 

2.1 Need for XAI 

2.2 Measures of explanation effectiveness 

2.3. Taxonomy of XAI methods 

3 Post-hoc XAI 

3.1 Measures of Explanation Quality 

3.1.1 Sensitivity Analysis 

3.1.2 Layerwise Relevance Propagation 

3.1.3 Evaluation of SA and LRP 

3.2 Input Features as Explanation 

3.3 Examples as Explanation 

3.3.1 Machine Teaching 

3.3.2 Bayesian Teaching 

4 Ante-Hoc XAI 

4.1 Explanation from Representation 
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4.1.1 Reverse time Attention Model 

4.1.2 Explanations from Embeddings 

4.2 Probabilistic Explanations 

4.2.1 Bayesian Deep Learning 

4.2.2 Graphical Model Inference 

5 Concluding Remarks 

6 References 

1. Introduction 

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (AI) is everywhere. There are billions of 

searches on handheld devices every day. Smart phones use facial 

recognition. Alexa cutely answers our questions. The key element in Tik- 

Tok is its recommender system. More generally, Al enables performing 

tasks requiring human cognition as well as decision-making. 

While AI systems already incorporate intelligent behavior, they 

continue to be improved with the need to exhibit flexibility, resourcefulness, 

creativity, real-time responsiveness, and long-term reflection to demonstrate 

competence in complex environments and social contexts. This paper is an 

overview of one of the several sub-areas of active AI research known as 

Explainable AI (XAI). First we set the stage for where XAI fits into the 

spectrum of AI research topics and methods. 

1.1 AI sub-disciplines 

While AI has already been incorporated into a wide range of 

applications, it is also a topic of a great deal of current research. AI research 

areas can be divided into five areas as follows according to National Science 

Foundation (2019): 

1. Core AI: Theory and methods for: (1) learning, abstraction, and 

inference (II) architectures for intelligence and multi-agent systems. ML has 

made great advances through algorithms, computing power, and growing 

data. Other technologies include knowledge representation, logical and 

probabilistic reasoning, planning, search, constraint satisfaction, and 

optimization. 

2. Biologically-inspired AI: Models may be inspired by living 

systems: connectionism, behavior, and emergence. Computational 

neuroscience which deals with the theory of computation in the nervous 
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system Behavioral and cognitive science Typical of human perceptual, 
motor, and cognitive processes and their interactions 

3. Perception and Communication: Computer vision methods to 

sense and reason about visual world. Human language technologies (also 

called NLP, NLU) to analyze, produce, translate, and respond to human text 

and speech. 

4. Embodied AI. Intelligent systems may be able to act upon the 

world through embodiment. Robotics is closely aligned with but not 

identical to embodied AI. An embodied AI may be a robot. 

5. Trustworthy AI. AI amplifies human capabilities to accomplish 

individual and collective goals. However, there is a need to assess benefits, 

effects, and risks, as well as how human, technical, and contextual aspects 

of systems interact to shape those effects. Relevant aspects of trustworthy 

AI are: Explainable AI (XAI), Validation of Al-enabled systems, AI safety, 

security, and privacy (including, for example, role of emotion and affect in 

the design and perception of AI). 

1.2 Trustworthy Al 

Trust is key in adoption of AI for economic growth and innovations 

to benefit society. Today, ability to understand AI decisions and measure 

their trustworthiness 1s limited. For it to be trustworthy, AI has to be: trusted 

to function reliably, trusted to be able to explain conclusions, trusted not to 

violate privacy, and trusted not to exhibit socially harmful bias. 

It is the explainability aspect of trustworthy AI that we explore 

further here. Explanations are vital in decision making. Establishing human 

trust in the outcome requires the exchange of reasons for that outcome. 

Explanations must be in terms as appropriate to the task and as needed by 

users. Explanations help pinpoint errors or data. Research challenges include 

finding ways to make “black box” AI systems explainable. Models and 

frameworks for learning and reasoning that are both inherently explainable 

and powerful. Integrating psychology, cognitive science, to better 

understand and acceptability of an explanation. 

1.3 AI methods 

It has long been understood that designing AI needs knowledge. On 

a historic time-scale, efforts at doing this may be characterized as consisting 
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of several overlapping waves. The first wave of AI began with the 

knowledge-based approach, where an input is transformed by a hand- 

designed program to the desired output, e.g., a rule-based expert system. On 

a parallel track the machine learning approach was developed, where the 

input is first transformed by a hand-designed program into features but the 

features were mapped to the output by a program that learns from examples. 

The second wave of AI began by replacing feature engineering with 

representation learning, where the features are learnt automatically. Deep 

learning involves several representation layers. (Goodfellow, Bengio, and 

Courville, 2016). First simple features are learnt. Additional layers extract 

more abstract features. The final layers map the abstract features to the 

output. Deep learning allows AI systems to rapidly adapt to new tasks, since 

designing features can take great human effort — often decades for a 

community of researchers. It does not need programmer to have deep 

knowledge of the problem domain. The two waves of AI are shown in Fig. 

Il, 

An emerging third wave of AI may be defined as neurosymbolic AI. 

It is essentially the combination of deep learning with symbolic reasoning. 

A symbolic reasoning process is used to bridge the learning of visual 

concepts, words and semantic parsing of sentences without explicit 

annotations for any of them (Mao, Gan, Kohli, Tenenbaum, and Wu, 2019). 

Symbolic approaches are usually constructed using graphical models (Koller 

and Friedman, 2009). Probabilities have been very much a part of the earlier 

waves, both in discriminative machine learning approaches as well as in 

generative approaches such as adversarial networks. The neurosymbolic 

approach relies on generative models at the symbolic level, where the 

symbols are computed using deep learning. Generative models, such as 

generative adversarial networks can be used to construct distributions. The 

symbolic approach calls for algorithms/architectures for: representation 

(such as Bayesian nets, Markov Random Fields) and inference (Exact, 

Approximate, Monte Carlo, Variational). 
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[Shaded boxes indicate components that can learn from data 

Figure 1: Two waves of AI: (a) The first wave consisted of knowledge-based and machine- 

learning approaches, and (b) The second wave consists of representation learning and deep 

learning approaches. Source: (Goodfellow, ef.a/. 2016). 

An emerging third wave of AI may be defined as neurosymbolic AI. 

It is essentially the combination of deep learning with symbolic reasoning. 

A symbolic reasoning process is used to bridge the learning of visual 

concepts, words and semantic parsing of sentences without explicit 

annotations for any of them (Mao, Gan, Kohli, Tenenbaum, and Wu, 2019). 

Symbolic approaches are usually constructed using graphical models (Koller 

and Friedman, 2009). Probabilities have been very much a part of the earlier 

waves, both in discriminative machine learning approaches as well as in 

generative approaches such as adversarial networks. The neurosymbolic 

approach relies on generative models at the symbolic level, where the 

symbols are computed using deep learning. Generative models, such as 

generative adversarial networks can be used to construct distributions. The 

symbolic approach calls for algorithms/architectures for: representation 

(such as Bayesian nets, Markov Random Fields) and inference (Exact, 

Approximate, Monte Carlo, Variational). 

2. Explainable Artificial Intelligence 

Explanations are vital in decision making. Establishing human trust 

in the outcome requires the exchange of reasons for that outcome. 

Explanations must be in terms as appropriate to the task and as needed by 
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users. Explanations help pinpoint errors or data. Explanations help to detect 

bias in the system thereby leading to ethical AI. 

Research challenges of XAI include finding ways to make “black 

box” AI systems explainable: Models and frameworks for learning and 

reasoning that are both inherently explainable and powerful; Integrating 

psychology, cognitive science, to better understand and acceptability of an 

explanation. 

One of the main criticisms of deep learning is opaqueness, i.e., 

having the characteristics of a blackbox. Formally, a blackbox is a function 

that is too complicated for any human to comprehend, a function that is 

proprietary, or model that is difficult to trouble-shoot. Deep Learning 

Models are blackbox models because they are recursive, non-intuitive, and 

difficult for people to understand. See Fig. 2. 

Blackbox 1X 
fee ood 
H i| { Stimulus Response 

Figure 2: AI as a blackbox. Source: (Wikipedia) 

The role of explanation in a human-machine interactive scenario 1s 

given in Fig. 3. The explanation interface is one capable of answering the 

following types of queries, Turek (2018): 

1. Why did you do that? 

2. Why not something else? 

3. When do you succeed? 

4. When do you fail? 

5. When can I trust you? 

6 How do I correct an error? 
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Figure 3: Explanation Framework. Source: (Turek, 2018). 

2.1 Need for XAI 

There are numerous reasons for certain AI deployments to be 

explainable. Some important ones are: justification, control, discovery, and 

improvement. We briefly describe each need here. 

Explain to justify: The ability to explain one’s decision to other people is an 

important aspect of human intelligence. Understanding the rationale behind 

the model’s predictions would help users decide when to trust or not to trust 

their predictions. 

Explain to control: This refers to compliance to legislation. For instance in 

making credit decisions, how did the model decide to provide or deny credit 

to an individual? Was there bias: ethnicity, race religion? In the US the 

lender must provide reasons for adverse decision, such as take-home 

insufficient, insufficient collateral, poor credit rating. In the European 

Union, GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation): right to explanation for 

high-stakes automated decisions. Another example is healthcare, which is 

highly regulated due to HIPAA. How did AI predict grade 3 or grade 4 

tumor? 

Explain to improve: The first step in improving a system is to understand 

its weaknesses, such as detecting bias in the system. For instance, 1n the 

medical domain, an anecdote is that medical AI decisions were worse with 

Al, e.g., patient discharge to a nursing home did not take into account 
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personal circumstances. An explanation would help the human decision- 

maker over-ride the system decision. 

Explain to discover: Al systems are trained with millions of examples. They 

may observe previously unseen patterns in data that people may find to be 

useful. 

An example of explanation generation in a deep network in the 

computer vision domain is given in Fig. 4. Here the goal of the system is to 

classify the type of bird. After it has generated the class to be a downy 

woodpecker it also uses the definition of the bird as follows: “This bird has 

a white breast, black wings and a red spot on its head” to generate the 

explanation “This is a Downy Woodpecker because it is a black and white 

bird with a red spot in its crown.” 

, Image Explanation: 
Figure 4: An example of explanation generated by a deep network: 

“This is a Downy Woodpecker because it is a black and white bird 

with a red spot in its crown.” Source: (Hendricks et al, 2016). 

After training a deep network we have large networks that work very 

well, but hard to tell how. They can fail unintuitively. Adversarial examples 

show this (See Fig. 5). 

(a) (b) 
Figure 5: Unexpected failure: (a) correct steering in daytime lighting and (b) wrong 

steering in fading light. Source image: (Pei, Cao, Yang, and Jana, 2017). 
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2.2 Measures of explanation effectiveness 

Several measures of explanation effectiveness have been proposed 

Turek (2018): 

User satisfaction: clarity of explanation (user rating), utility of 

explanation (user rating) 

Mental model: understanding individual decisions, understanding 

the overall model, strength/weakness assessment, “what will it do” 

prediction, “How do I intervene” prediction 

Task performance: Does it improve the user’s decision, task 

performance? Artificial decision tasks introduced to diagnose the 

user’s understanding 

Trust assessment: appropriate future use and trust 

Correctability: identifying errors, correcting errors, continuous 

training 

2.3 Taxonomy of XAI methods 

With wide adoption of AI in industry and government, the need for 

XAI has also grown commensurately. Existing XAI methods can be divided 

into two broad categories (See Fig. 6): 

L. 

Data 

Post-hoc ( Explain the Blackbox): Explainability based on test cases 

and results 

Ante-hoc (Build a new learning model): Seeding explainability into 

model from the start. 

Post-hoc 

Explanation 
Generation 

Surrogate 

Model Fitting 

Opaque Interpretable Explanation 

Model Model 

Ante-hoc 

Figure 6: Ante- and Post-Hoc Explainable AI. Source: (Marselis, 2019). 
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Some examples of post-hoc XAI systems are Sensitivity Analysis 

(SA), Layer-wise Relevance Propagation (LRP), and Local Interpretable 

Model-Agnostic Explanations (LIME). Examples of Ante-hoc XAI systems 

are: Reversed Time Attention Model (RETAIN), and Bayesian Deep 

Learning (BDL). We discuss each of these types of XAI systems next. 

3. Post-hoc XAI 

Among methods for visualizing, interpreting and explaining deep 

learning models, two popular techniques for explaining predictions are 

Sensitivity Analysis and Layerwise Relevance Propagation. We discuss 

each of these followed by objectively comparing the quality of the 

explanations provided. 

3.1 Measures of Explanation Quality 

Here we describe two measures of explanation quality for evaluating 

the performance of a deep network: Sensitity Analysis and Layerwise 

Relevance Propagation. We then compare their efficacy on different tasks. 

3.1.1 Sensitivity Analysis 

Assumes that most relevant features are those to which output is most 

sensitive. Consider the input image in Fig. 7. The system correctly classifies 

the input image as “rooster”. Then, an explanation method is applied to 

explain the prediction in terms of input variables. The result of this 

explanation process is a heatmap visualizing the importance of each input 

variable / (pixel) for the prediction f(x). In this example the rooster’s red 

comb and wattle are the basis for the AI system’s decision. Sensitivity 

analysis (SA) explains a prediction based on the model’s locally evaluated 

gradient (partial derivative). This amounts to which pixels need to be 

changed to make image look more/less like the predicted class, e.g., 

changing yellow occluding pixels improves score, but does not explain 

rooster. 

How changes in each pixel affect the score are given by the partial 

derivatives 

0 
R = aXe ] 2 7) 
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SA explains the prediction based on a locally evaluated gradient. 

However, it does not explain f(x) but a variation of the input. 

Classify image 

Black Box 
—s» Rooster 

Al System 

ae Ties prediction f(z) 

Figure 7: XAI using Sensitivity Analysis: Changing yellow (occluding pixels) improves 

score, but does not explain rooster. Source: (Samek, Wiegand, and Muller, 2018). 

3.1.2 Laverwise Relevance Propagation 

Layerwise Relevance Propagation (LRP) explains the classifier’s 

prediction using decomposition. See Fig. 8. It redistributes the prediction 

Aix) backwards using local redistribution rules until it assigns a relevance 

score Xj to each input variable (e.g., image pixel). The key property of this 

redistribution process is referred to as relevance conservation. It can be 

summarized by a sequence of sums as follows: 

Se ee 

At every step of the redistribution process (e.g., at every layer of a 

deep neural network), the total amount of relevance (i.e., the prediction f(x) 

is conserved. No relevance is artificially added or removed during 

redistribution. The relevance scores Ri of each input variable determines 

how much this variable has contributed to the prediction. Thus, in contrast 

to sensitivity analysis, LRP truly decomposes the function value f(x). 
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Figure 8: Layerwise Relevance Prediction. In this example the rooster’s red comb and 

wattle are the basis for the AI system’s decision. With the heatmap one can verify that the 

AI system works as intended. Source: (Samek ef a/, 2018). 

The LRP redistribution process for feed-forward neural networks is 

as follows. Let xj be the neuron activations at layer /, Rk be the relevance 

scores associated to the neurons at layer / + 1 and wjx be the weight 

connecting neuron / to neuron k. The simple LRP rule redistributes relevance 

from layer /+ 1 to layer/ in the following way: 

R “Lge XW 

a XW, 

where the small stabilization term € prevents division by zero. Intuitively, 

this rule redistributes relevance proportionally from layer /+1 to each neuron 

in layer / based on two criteria, namely (1) the neuron activation xj, i.e., more 

activated neurons receive a larger share of relevance, and (11) the strength of 

the connection wys, i.e., more relevance flows through more prominent 

connections. Note that relevance conservation holds for € = 0. 

3.1.3 Evaluation of SA and LRP 

Heatmaps produced by different explanation methods can be used to 

measure the quality of explanation using perturbation analysis. It is based 

on the idea that perturbing input variables important for prediction leads to 

a steeper prediction score decline. Input variables are sorted by relevance 

score, and iteratively perturbed (starting from the most relevant ones). The 

prediction score is tracked after every perturbation step. The average decline 
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of the prediction score is a measure of explanation quality; a large decline 

indicates successful explanation. 

Evaluation of SA and LRP explanations on three different 

problems/classifiers are described next: (i) image classification using 

GoogleNet, (ii) document text classification using a convolutional neural 

network and (111) recognition of human actions in videos using a Fisher 

Linear Discriminant/SVM. 

1. Image Classification 

A deep neural network, GoogleNet, was used to classify general 

objects from the ILSVRC2012 dataset. Fig. 9(a) shows two images correctly 

classified as “volcano” and “coffee cup”. The accompanying heatmaps 

visualize the explanations obtained with SA and LRP. The LRP heatmap of 

the coffee cup image shows that the model has identified the ellipsoidal 

shape of the cup to be a relevant feature for the category. In the volcano 

example, the shape of the mountain is regarded as evidence for a volcano. 

The SA heatmaps are much noisier than the ones computed with LRP and 

large values Ri are assigned to regions consisting of pure background, e.g., 

the sky, although these pixels are not really indicative for image category 

“volcano”. In contrast to LRP, SA does not indicate how much every pixel 

contributes to the prediction, but it rather measures the sensitivity of the 

classifier to changes in the input. Therefore, LRP produces subjectively 

better explanations of the model’s predictions than SA. Perturbation analysis 

(lower part of Fig. 9(a)) shows that LRP provides better explanations than 

SA-— due to faster prediction score decrease using LRP heatmaps than using 

SA heatmaps. 
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Figure 9: Explanation Quality Measures: (a) Image classification. Two images correctly 

classified as volcano, coffee cup by a deep learning network. Heat maps and perturbation 

analysis show better explanatory power of LRP than SA. (b) Text Classification: SA and 

LRP heatmaps identify words such as “discomfort”, “body”, and “sickness” as relevant 

ones for explaining the prediction of medicine. In contrast to SA, LRP distinguishes 

between positive (red) and negative (blue) relevance. (c) Human Action Recognition. 

Explaining prediction sit-up. The LRP heatmaps of a video which was classified as “sit- 

up” show increased relevance on frames in which the person is performing an upwards 

and downwards movement. Source: (Samek ef a/, 2018). 

2. Text Classification 

In this experiment a word-embedding based convolutional neural 

network was trained to classify text documents from the 20Newsgroup 

dataset. 

Fig. 9(b) shows SA and LRP heatmaps (e.g., a relevance score Riis 

assigned to every word) overlaid on top of a document, which was classified 

as “sci.med”, i.e., medical topic. Both SA and LRP indicate that words such 

as “sickness”, “body” or “discomfort” are the basis for this classification 

decision. In contrast to SA LRP distinguishes between positive (red) and 

negative (blue) words, i.e., words which support “sci.med” and words which 

speak for another category (e.g.,“sci.space”). Words such as “ride”, 

“astronaut”, and “shuttle” strongly speak for space, but not necessarily for 

medicine. With the LRP heatmap we can see that although the classifier 

decides for the correct “sci.med” class, there is evidence in the text which 

contradicts this decision. The SA method does not distinguish between 

positive and negative evidence. As before perturbation analysis shows that 

LRP provides more informative heatmaps than SA, because these heatmaps 
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lead to a larger decrease in classification accuracy compared to SA 

heatmaps. 

3. Human Action Recognition 

In this experiment a Fisher Vector / SVM classifier was trained for 

predicting human actions from compressed videos. To reduce computation, 

the classifier was trained on block-wise motion vectors (not individual 

pixels). The evaluation was performed on the HMDBS1 dataset. Fig. 9(c) 

shows LRP heatmaps overlaid onto five exemplar frames of a video sample. 

The video was correctly classified as showing the action “sit-up”. The model 

focuses on blocks surrounding the upper body of the person as this part of 

the frame shows motion indicative of “sit-up”, i.e., upward and downward 

body movements. The curve at the bottom of Fig. 9(c) displays the 

distribution of relevance over (four consecutive) frames. The relevance 

scores are larger for frames in which the person is performing an upwards 

and downwards movement. Thus, LRP heatmaps not only visualizes the 

relevant locations of the action within a video frame (i.e., where relevant 

action happens), but also identifies the most relevant time points within a 

video sequence (i.e., when relevant action happens). 

3.2 Input Features as Explanation 

One approach is to attempt to explain the predictions of any machine 

learning classifier by having access to its input features. The goal is to 

provide explanations of the form “A is something because of B, C, and D.” 

For example, “This is a bird because it has feathers, wings and a beak.” Such 

an explanation is concise— there are not a hundred reasons. It relies on B,C,D 

which are also high level concepts. 

Local Interpretable Model-Agnostic Explanations (LIME) is such a 

system (de Sousa, Vellasco, Sun, and da Silva, 2019). The use of LIME in a 

medical diagnostic application is shown in Fig. 10. Here the model predicts 

that a certain patient has the flu. The prediction is then explained by an 

“explainer” that highlights the symptoms that are most important to the 

model. The physician is thereby empowered whether to trust the model or 

not. 
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Figure 10: Input features in explaining medical diagnosis. Source: (de Sousa ef al, 

2019). 

Explanation 

To explain a classifier that predicts whether an image contains a tree 

frog (Fig. 11(a)) by means of the super-pixels (a group of pixels with the 

same value) in the input image. The explainer generate a set of perturbed 

instances by turning some interpretable components “off’ (making them 

gray) as illustrated in Fig. 11 (b). For each instance, we get the probability 

that a tree frog is in the image according to the model. We then learn a simple 

(linear) model on this data set, which is locally weighted—that is, we care 

more about making mistakes in perturbed instances that are more similar to 

the original image. In the end, we present the superpixels with highest 

positive weights as an explanation, graying out everything else. 

~ i ° 

we") 5 OR yee weighted 

i rs a ea 
t n> ee eS 

V5 ro 0.00001 

PS Original Image 
Original Image Interpretable P(tree frog) = 0.54 

Components 

a ‘ 

Explanation 

Figure 11: Input features in explaining image classification: (a) Super-pixels in input 

image, (b) Explaining prediction with LIME. Source: (de Sousa et a/, 2019). 

a Examples as Explanation 

The aim to select subset of the dataset that leads to similar 

conclusions as the entire dataset. The intuition is that subsets of training data 

that lead a model to the same (or approximately similar) inference as the 

model trained on all the data should be useful to understand the fitted model. 

Explanation is viewed as the inverse of modeling. It is based on two 

fundamental observations: (i) all machine learning models are trained on 

data, and (11) data is the common language of the user and the model. 
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Examples may not capture what philosophers and cognitive scientists call as 

explanation, but they harness people’s proclivity to inductive inference. 

It is related to machine teaching in which the teacher designs the 
optimal training data to drive the learning algorithm to a target model. 

3.3.1 Machine Teaching 

, Leaming ; yr 

ri a 2 \ V—_ / / 

\ \ 

[ (easing Set \ 
Samples |p oa Target Models 

\ dyady \ J | Teaching 

& Ye : hi 
Tes eee Se ee 

(a) (b) 

Figure 12: (a) Machine Teaching: Identifying optimal members of training set, and 

(b) Bayesian Teaching. Source: Yang and Shafto (2019) 

Given a training dataset D € D, the process of machine learning returns a 

model A(D) € ©. A is in general many-to-one. Conversely, given a target 

model 6’ € ©, the inverse function 4"! returns a set of training examples that 

will result in 6°. Machine Teaching aims to identify optimal member(s) 

among A “'(@° ). See Fig. 12(a). 
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3.3.2 Bayesian Teaching 

The teaching problem is to select a small subset of data that with high 

probability leads the learner to model to the correct inference. See Fig. 12(b). 

This requires two kinds of inference: (i) Teacher’s inference (7) 

which is done in the space of possible teaching sets, and (11) Learner’s 

inference (L) which is done in the space of possible target models. For any 

subset of the training data x the probability assigned by the model can be 

written as 

P(x|0) =f PO) 
: [P.@|0P, dx 

where @ denotes the target model, which can be an entire model or a 

particular substructure, such as latent features, relations, grammars, 

programs, or combinations of these; P7(x| @) is the probability of choosing 

x as the teaching examples for explaining target model 6, Pz(@\x) is 

learner’s posterior inference after receiving x, P(x) describes bias for certain 

kind of examples (e.g., favoring smaller subsets), and the integral is over all 

partitions of the training data (7.e., if the size of x is m and the size of the 
: G0 : N 

entire training corpus is N, there are ~ C ,, Partitions). 

A Bayesian teacher: 

With training data D={d,,d,,,d,} and teaching set size n < N 

teaches a target model 0° by sampling a teaching set D, cD from 

D={D| De P(D)A| Dn} according to 

p(D,)p,(@ 1) = p(D,) pp (Oe 2) 

vO) >, PD) p, (8 | D) 

where P(D) is the power set of D and D is the space of teaching sets. 

p(D,; |") = 

p,(@ |D) is the probability the learner will infer the target model 6” given 

a particular teaching set D (i.e. the learner’s posterior probability given that 

teaching set), and p(D) is the teacher’s prior probability on the same teaching 

set D. Priors assign higher probabilities to smaller teaching sets. 
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Teaching Inference for model explanation is as follows. Pick a 
teaching set size (e.g., 2) to constrain the search space. Perform teaching 
inference for the category to be understood. Rank the teaching sets based 
on the teaching probabilities. See Fig. 13. 

Teaching Probabilities Model Probabilities 

Teaching Set 
Samples D wee 
dyady ; 

Figure 13: Teaching Inference for model explanation. Source: 

(Yang and Shafto, 2019). 

Target Models 

Consider the explanation of a new model at a conference. Authors 

show examples classified correctly and incorrectly. They mention that 

humans would find some to be hard. Rather than cherry-pick, we care about 

those classified correctly with high confidence, those classified correctly 

with low confidence, those classified incorrectly with low confidence, those 

classified incorrectly with high confidence. But some methods don’t offer 

certainty estimates. Bayesian teaching offers finding/ranking such examples 

as seen below. 

The five best teaching sets using ground truth labels are shown in 

Fig. 14 (a). Each pair of images represents a teaching set; pairs are sorted 

by teaching probabilities in descending order, from left to right (leftmost is 

best). The five worst teaching sets using ground truth labels are in Fig. 14 

(b). Each pair of images represents a teaching set; pairs sorted by teaching 

probabilities in ascending order, from left to right, (leftmost set is worst). 

The five best teaching sets using model predictions as labels are shown in 

Fig. 15(a). The five worst teaching sets using model predictions as labels are 

in are shown in Fig. 15(b). 
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Best Teaching Sets Worst Teaching Sets 

Example 2 

Teaching Set 1 Teaching Set 2 Teaching Set 3 Teaching Set 4 Teaching Set 5 Teaching Set 3 Teaching Set 4 Teaching Set 5 Teaching Set 1 Teaching Set 2 

(a) (b) 
Figure 14: Using ground truth as labels: (a) Best teaching sets, and (b) Worst 

teaching sets. Source: (Vong, Sojitra, Reyes, Yang, and Shafto, 2018). 

Best Teaching Sets Worst Teaching Sets 

Teaching Set 3 Teaching Set 4 

Example 2 2 
o|2 

Teaching Set 4 Teaching Set 5 Teaching Set 1 Teaching Set 2 

Example 2 

Teaching Set 5 Teaching Set 1 Teaching Set 2 Teaching Set 3 

(a) (b) 

Figure 15: Using model predictions as labels: (a) Best teaching sets, and (b) 

Worst teaching sets. Source: (Vong ef al, 2018). 

The model for Category 0 is explained by: (1) those classified 

correctly with high confidence; (11) those classified correctly with low 

confidence; (111) those classified incorrectly with low confidence; and (iv) 

those classified incorrectly with high confidence. 

In summary, Bayesian teaching leverages the common 

understanding of model behavior—the data—to explain opaque models 

through the examples from the original data that are most representative of 

the inference. In doing so, it integrates learning and explanation by taking 

the learning model as input into the explanation process, and outputs an 

explanation in terms of the examples from the original data. 
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4 Ante-Hoc XAI 

While post-hoc explanation techniques allow models to be trained 

normally, with explainability being incorporated as an afterthought, ante- 

hoc techniques entail making explainability into a model from the beginning. 

The goal of tranisitioning from a conventional AI system to an ante-hoc AI 

system, in the context of image recognition, is illustrated in Fig. 16. 
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Learning 
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This is a cat 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 16: Goal of Ante-hoc XAI. Source: (Turek, 2018). 

The goal of ante-hoc AI is to produce more explainable models, 

while maintaining a high level of performance, say prediction accuracy. The 

goal is to enable human users to understand, trust and manage emerging AI 

partners. Do we want a complex black box model such as an RNN or a less 

accurate traditional model with better interpretation, say logistic regression, 

i.e., a 90% accurate model we understand versus a 99% accurate model we 

don’t. The role of performance in ante-hoc AI is illustrated in Fig. 17. 
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Figure 17: Performance of Explainable AI: (a) today, (b) tomorrow and (c) tomorrow’s 

methods. Source: (Marselis, 2019). 

Some active research efforts in ante-hoc AI are: 

Explanation from Representation. Techniques to identify the most 

salient input features used in a decision, e.g., it is a cat because it has 

whiskers and fur. They include techniques to select the training 

examples most influential in a decision. The explanation can also be 

based on embedded or computed features, e.g., network dissection 

techniques to identify meaningful features inside the layers of a deep 

net. Intertwined are deep learning techniques to generate 

explanations. 
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e Probabilistic Explanation. These methods leverage inference 

methods from probabilistic graphical models. They are a natural 

approach to use with neuro-symbolic methods. 

In the following two subsections we describe efforts based on each of these 

two approaches. 

4.1 Explanation from Representation 

4.1.1 Reverse time Attention Model 

The Reverse time Attention Model (RETAIN) mimics a physician in 

providing explanations (Choi et al, 2016). The goal is to help physicians 

understand the AI software’s predictions. RETAIN uses an electronic health 

record (EHR) in reverse time order. It calculates the contribution of variables 

(medical codes) to diagnostic prediction using RNNs. See Fig. 18. 

Patient hospital visit data is sent to two recurrent neural networks 

(RNNs) both of which have an attention mechanism. The concept of 

attention in RETAIN is analogous to attention in machine translation. Given 

a sentence of length S in the source, first generate h,,...,H, to represent 

input words. Then to find the j” target word, generate attention @, for 

i=1,...,S for each word in the source sentence. Compute context 

c.= Dna and use it to predict the /” target word i. Attention allows 

focus on specific words in the given sentence when generating each word in 

the target. 

The attention mechanism in RETAIN helps explain which part the 

neural network was focusing on and which features helped influence its 

choice. 
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Figure 18: Reverse Time Attention Model: (a) overview, and (b) detail of RNNs and 

context vector. Source: (Choi ef a/, 2016). 

4.1.2 Explanations from Embeddings 

The essence of deep learning is that of learning representations, or 

embeddings, that are useful to easily perform the final computation task, of, 

say classification or regression. 

A proposed approach to harness what has been learnt by a deep 

network is to construct an explanation module by embedding a high- 

dimensional deep network layer nonlinearly into a low-dimensional 

explanation space. In this process a goal is to retain faithfulness, so that the 

original deep learning predictions can be constructed from the few concepts 

extracted by the explanation module. 

_ The explanation module is a dimensionality reduction mechanism so 

that the original deep learning prediction y can be reproduced from this 

low-dimensional space. It can be attached to any layer in the prediction deep 

network. The network output can be faithfully recovered from this low- 

dimensional explanation space. A sparse Reconstruction Autoencoder is 

used as an explanation module (Qi, Khorram, and Li, 2018). See Fig. 19(a). 

An explanation generated by this model is shown in Fig. 19(b). 
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Figure 19: Generating visual explanations: (a) a sparse reconstruction autoencoder 

used to generate explanations, and (b) an explanation generated. Source: (Qi ef al, 

2018). 

Caption-guided Image explanation 

Deep image captioning systems learn to translate visual input into 

languages: potential map between visual concepts and words. Despite good 

captioning performance, they are hard to understand “black boxes.” A 

solution proposed is caption guided visual saliency: a top-down neural 

saliency map. See Fig. 20. 

machine (i 7” 

Ty 
Figure 20: Caption guided visual saliency. Source: (Ramanishka, Das, Zhang, and Saenko, 

2017) 

standing © 
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4.2 Probabilistic Explanations 

4.2.1 Bayesian Deep Learning 

Bayesian deep learning (BDL) enables one to gauge how uncertain a 

neural network is about its predictions. These deep architectures can model 

complex tasks by leveraging the hierarchical representation power of deep 

learning, while also being able to infer complex multi-modal posterior 

distributions. BDL models typically form uncertainty estimates by either 

placing distributions over model weights, or by learning a direct mapping to 

probabilistic outputs. By knowing the weight distributions of various 

predictions and classes, we can tell a lot about what feature led to what 

decisions and the relative importance of it. 

4.2.2 Graphical Model Inference 

Neuro-symbolic models aim to use both neural mechanisms to infer 

symbolic entities, but also aim to incorporate symbolic reasoning 

mechanisms to answer queries of interest. For instance, in an image of a 

horse, the neural mechanism infers that we have a horse with high 

probability. Before performing classification it identifies its features such as 

its legs, tail, mane, etc. A simple linear classifier performs the final 

classification. Suppose one of the horse’s legs is occluded. Even though the 

neural model can infer the presence of a horse, it would require a symbolic 

mechanism to infer the presence and location of the invisible fourth leg, and 

provide an appropriate explanation (Fig. 21). 

Figure 21: Image of two horses with one having its legs cropped out. While a neural 

network would recognize both horses, based on observed features, a symbolic reasoning 

mechanism would infer the presence and location of the cropped-out legs. Image source: 

Benoit photo. 
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Symbolic reasoning and inference is done efficiently using graphical 

models such as Bayesian networks and Markov networks. In fact the 
inference of the most likely probability of a set of variables in a graphical 

model given evidence is referred to as maximum a posteriori (MAP) 

probability inference equivalently referred to as the most probable 

explanation (MPE) of the evidence (Koller and Friedman, 2009). 

Probabilistic graphical models represent joint probability 

distributions over a set of variables y. They are used to answer queries of 

interest, given evidence variables whose known value is e, i.e. E=e. Assume 

that a query to the system yields a value y to the target variables Y. We 

assume that the explanatory variables are the rest of the variables 

Wexaras, 

Assume Y = y is the response to the query variable. The conditional 

probability of explanation is P(W |E =e, Y=y). The task of MPE can be 

expressed as follows. 

arg max P(W | E =e, yy) 
we W 

which can be computed using 

P(w,e, y) 

YD, Ponen) 
Since the denominator has an exponential number of terms in the 

number of variables, the computation 1s NP-hard. The situation can be 

alleviated by using methods from probabilistic graphical model domain. 

They include exact inference algorithms for MPE such as variable 

elimination and clique trees. Also, approximate algorithms based on either 

optimization or sampling (particle-based). 

Pw £ =e, Y=y)= 

2S Concluding Remarks 

Among the large number of research areas spawned by the growth of 

applications of artificial intelligence, one that has attracted general public 

interest is that of trustworthiness. Among key attributes of trustworthiness 

is explainability. An attribute that can be useful not only to the user, e.g., to 

understand whether there is bias, but also to the designer, e.g., to improve 

design. 
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Explanations can be made in terms of identifying salient features in 

the input. They can also be in terms of computed features, known as 

embeddings in deep learning systems. Explanations of AI systems can be 

made in terms of identifying archetypes in the training data. 

If explanations are generated from existing AI systems, they are 

called post-hoc systems. AI systems configured from the start to generate 

explanations are known as ante-hoc systems. 

Post-hoc explanations can be generated by perturbing input variables 

in variable heat maps so as to determine as to which variables have the most 

effect in changing the generated decision. They can also be generated from 

deep learning models using attention mechanisms that identify the context 

for each decision. 

Ante-hoc explanations have been obtained by mapping outputs of 

layers to lower-dimensional spaces. They can also be generated using neuro- 

symbolic methods, where a neural network generates values of high level 

variables and a symbolic reasoning system generates an explanation in those 

terms. 

Probabilistic graphical models offer computationally feasible 

algorithms to generate probabilistic explanations in terms of given evidence 

and the observed target value. 
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Challenges in the Era of Deep Learning Systems 
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Abstract 

This article builds on some of the research ideas discussed in the commonsense 

reasoning and knowledge track as part of the Ontology Summit 2019 on 

explanations. As discussed there, research on intelligent systems has long 

emphasized the benefits of providing explanations for system reasoning, although 

approaches to an explanation function have evolved over time. While system- 

provided explanations like common-sense knowledge (CSK) and associated 

reasoning (CSKR) each go back to the early days of artificial intelligence (AI) 

systems, they became somewhat independent research areas for much of their later 

history. This was in part because explanations in early AI efforts were technical in 

nature centering on how faithfully a system describes the reasoning and heuristic 

steps employed. Another factor was the difficulty of building adequate bases of 

CSK for reasoning. Although early AI notionally recognized that as part of 

intelligent systems explanations should make commonly understood sense, this 

was not a sustained priority in later work. Instead CSK research engaged more on 

issues of adequate knowledge representation, how to acquire a base of CSK and 

the diversity of ontologies needed to support CSK. While these are not finished 

research areas, they now provide useful guidance to support a current interest in 

the role of CSK explanations motivated by new challenges and opportunities. 

These include the rapidly expanding space of heterogeneous and _ richly 

interconnected data along with diverse sub-symbolic (deep learning) intelligent 

system applications. New AI approaches include useful, but only partially 

understood results, from machine learning (ML) and deep neural net (DNN) 

approaches. The complexity of these approaches, which includes use of patchy and 

inconsistent information available online, prompts a renewed desire to have 

systems explain their decisions and processing in deep, flexible, defendable and 

understandable ways. Recent work has promoted the development of AI systems 

using ML-based models with a range of explanatory capabilities for generated 

decisions. Common sense concepts now play a role in providing better 

performance and a range of more easily understood explanations for end users. 

Taken as a whole, the cumulative lesson of decades of research is that fluid 

explanations, responsive to changing circumstances require knowledge about the 

world and that explanations are intimately connected to both common-sense 

reasoning and background knowledge such as captured in formal ontologies, but 

also informally understood in text (Davis and Marcus, 2015). The combination of 

information and its context extracted from a range of sources and organized and 
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represented formally provides a base, not only for intelligent system performance, 

but also for background knowledge needed for flexible and deep explanations. In 

practice there seem to be many views of satisfactory explanations but that CSK and 

reasoning plays varying, but useful roles in each of these. 

Among the remaining challenges are those of developing an adequate base of CSK, 

an adequate approach to situational and contextual understanding, how to use deep 

learning in dynamic situations, the need to keep humans in the loop and the need 

for acommon enhanced ontology engineering practice addressing both explanation 

and CSK. 

Introduction 

THE 2019 ONTOLOGY SUMMIT on Explanation (Ontology Summit, 2019) 

provided an opportunity to look at various approaches of intelligent/smart 

systems ‘from a number of perspectives including that of commonsense 

knowledge (CSK) and associated reasoning (CSKR). Commonsense 

reasoning and knowledge was prominently featured as an early part of 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) conceptualization, and it was assumed to be 

important in the development and enhancement of human-like, intelligent 

systems explanations, which also had a defined role in early AI. Both 

continue to be considered important parts of intelligent systems and this 1s 

not surprising when we consider the centrality of an ability to explain 

reasoning and what they know by a system whose claim to fame is 

intelligence itself. Over the past half century of work on intelligent systems, 

a variety of approaches to explanation have been engineered and deployed 

and when carefully designed proven useful. On the whole CSKR’s role in 

explanations has been more indirect than direct. It has often been used to 

provide a perspective on explanatory short comings. However, new ML 

techniques that construct and represent knowledge using non/sub-symbolic 

models layer additional requirements for understandable explanation. This 

in turn provides and opportunities for CSKR to aid in such explanations 

(Chakraborty, et al. 2017). 

In the sections that follow I discuss some of the historical relations 

of explanation and CSKR followed by some of the experience over time of 

crafting both CSKR and good explanations. A useful way to illustrate the 

current status of this work is to overview how some explanation applications 

are built and employed in representative areas. Following this I overview 

some of the issues and some of the challenges introduced by a consideration 

of applying CSKR to contemporary AI and ML systems and the recent 
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efforts in the new field of eXplanatory Al (XAI). We conclude with a 

summary of some preliminary findings, identification of remaining issues 

and opportunities that might promote and guide future work. 

Some Background on the AI Connections of Commonsense and 

Explanation 

In this section I review some of the major developments along the 

AI path to intelligent systems and why CSKR seems like an important 

ingredient in the development of intelligent explanation. Note, that this 

review is not comprehensive, but represents a survey giving the flavor of 

methods and results that are pertinent to the evolution of explanations and 

CSKR. 

Simply put, fifty years of experience teaches us that only an 

intelligent system that justifies its actions in terms which make sense so they 

are readily understandable to the user will be trusted (Cohen ef a/, 2017). 

Early AI work showed that rudimentary attempts at explanation provided 

useful to system engineers and a modicum of user satisfaction if not trusted 

(Langlotz and Shortliffe, 1984). As a result improvements in explanation 

have remained a necessary next step in intelligent system evolution for a 

long time. Interestingly, one sees in the original Turing Test the need for 

CSKR and explanations each as part of communication to pass the test. 

These are, of course, common human abilities to live in an ordinary world 

(Ortiz, 2016). Some examples of CSKR needed for passing a Turing Test or 

just living in society are illustrative of the range involved and might include 

the following type of reasoning: 

@ Taxonomic: Cats are mammals. 

Causality: Eating a peach makes you less hungry. 

Goals: I don’t want to get hot so let’s find shade. 

Spatial: You often find a microwave in the kitchen. 

Functional: You can sit on a chair if tired. 

Planning: To check today’s weather look on a weather application. 

Linguistic: The word “won’t” is the same as “would not”. 

Semantic: Cat and feline have a similar meaning. 

Many cognitive abilities that are developed it seems simply in the 

first years of life provide the commonsense knowledge and reasoning to 
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handle the above list and problems like conservation of objects - if I put my 

toys in the drawer, they will still be there tomorrow. It has proven much 

harder to get such an adequate base of knowledge and associated reasoning 

into computational systems. Early on in this process two ways seem possible 

to populate such knowledge for an intelligent system. One is by handcrafting 

in a mass of commonsense knowledge, while another is by letting a system 

learn from training experience with things like object conservation over time 

or place. One may also consider some combination of the two, say building 

in some knowledge and using that to learn more, or letting it learn and 

correcting errors by adding hard to learn knowledge or by dialog with a user. 

Indeed an early AI goal was to endow systems with natural language 

(NL) understanding and text production, which it worth noting could be used 

for explanations. It is easy to see that a system with both CSKR and NL 

facilities would be able to provide smart advice as well as explanations of 

this advice. We see both in the early conceptualization of a smart advice 

taker system from McCarthy’s work making causal knowledge available for: 

‘a fairly wide class of immediate logical consequences of anything it is told 

and its previous knowledge.” McCarthy (1960) further noted that this useful 

property, if designed well, would be expected to have much in common with 

what makes us describe certain humans as “having commonsense.” John 

McCarthy believed so and argued that a major long-term goal of AI should 

include endowing computers with standard commonsense reasoning 

capabilities." 

While there is a long history showing the relevance of commonsense 

knowledge and reasoning to explanation in actual practice, going back to the 

70s and 80s, AI systems, aka “expert systems”, were not as the founders 

envisioned. They were less knowledgeable and brittle, based on explicit 

models of domains implemented using handcrafted production rules 

encoding useful information about special topics such as diseases. In part 

because of handcrafting of knowledge rather than the engineering of 

knowledge systems rule, knowledge was fragmented and opaque and would 

break down revealing obvious errors. Part of this was due in part to a lack of 

the robustness available from human-like commonsense which was hard to 

handcraft or engineer into applications’ supporting knowledge bases. 

Following an easier development path 1970s era expert systems came, as 

shown in Figure 1, with a very simple, technical, but not commonsense rich 
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idea, of what was called an “explanation facility.” The early 
implementations used a proof trace of rule firings which provided a purely 
technical explanation. It did not include what we call justifications for its 
explanations. Such proofs founded on “Automated Theorem Provers” 

(Melis, 1998) could provide a map from inputs to outputs and served the 

needs of system engineers to understand system performance more than 

providing an explanation to a user". 

Engine 

\ 

Facility 

Example of an Early Al System Architecture 
From Medsker, Larry R. Hybrid intelligent systems. 

Springer Science & Business Media, 2012. 

Figure 1. Simple View of an Early Expert System 

But case specific and mathematical based proof planning are not as 

robust or as reliable as they first seemed to AI developers. This was due to 

the commonly understood fact that situations being reasoned over were often 

not adequately represented. Thus, situations and the explanations about them 

lose some intuitive meanings expected by users (Bundy, 2002). Another 

problem is that rules in a knowledge base (KB) can change over time and 

early efforts did not include meta-knowledge to explain why they change. 

To make sense changes often need explanations. 

Along with brittleness and limited utility of traces, part of the 

weaknesses of rule-based explanatory reasoning, was exposed by Clancey 

(Clancey, 1983). He found that the AI system called Mycin’s had individual 

rules that play vastly different roles, have different kinds of justifications, 

and are constructed using different rationales for the ordering and choice of 

premise clauses in the rules. Since in this rule knowledge isn’t made explicit, 

it can’t be used as part of explanations. And there are structural and strategic 
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concepts which lie outside of early AI system rule representations. It was 

soon realized that these can only be supported by appealing to some deeper 

and contextual level of (background) knowledge. But commonsense context 

was seldom “explicitly stated” and thus difficult to engineer. 

In searching for solutions the next generation of AI developers used 

more structured and formal KBs such as frames or semantic net-like 

ontologies to capture and formalize a fuller range of necessary knowledge. 

At this time the role of causal-based explanations also helped design more 

knowledgeable and integrated rather than ad hoc expert systems, based on 

the idea that a system’s knowledge should be integrated with performance 

and adequate to explain its reasoning (Swartout and Smoliam, 1989). Taken 

together this made the argument that something like ontologies are needed 

to make explicit structural, strategic, and support-type knowledge. One 

result was development of large KBs such as in the Cyc project (Lenat and 

Guha, 1989), a 35-year effort to codify common sense into an integrated, 

logic-based system. Efforts like Cyc which started up in the 80s represented 

an effort to avoid problems like system brittleness by providing a degree of 

common-sense and modular knowledge (Lenat, ef a/ 1985). Cyc can provide 

a response to queries such as: “Can the Earth run a marathon?” In terms of 

a commonsense explanation we have a “no” because of the knowledge that 

the Earth is not animate and the role capability needed to run a marathon is 

detailed by the knowledge in a sports module. Indeed the need for a formal 

mechanism for specifying a commonsense context had become recognized, 

and some approach to it, such as Cyc’s microtheories arose’. In the 80s Cyc- 

type knowledge was also seen as important to what was called associate 

systems. This advance argued that “systems should not only handle tasks 

automatically, but also actively anticipate the need to perform them....agents 

are actively trying to classify the user’s activities, predict useful sub-tasks 

and expected future tasks, and, proactively, perform those tasks or at least 

the sub-tasks that can be performed automatically” (Panton, 2006). All of 

these abilities were, of course, conceptually useful for explanation, so 

advances in CSKR, like a Cyc micro-theory could serve a dual role. Much 

ontological work has followed the spirit of this idea if not the exact program 

outlined to build large KB such as the Cyc project. 

But subsequently, except for a few systems they were rarely applied 

as part of mainstream systems although the need was often noted (Minsky, 
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2000). Although some efforts, such as Crowdsourcing common sense 

training data in Open Mind (Singh, 2002a) are notable, the effort to engineer 

sufficient CSK for reasoning as well as reasonable explanations has proven 

difficult. While there are some success as an aid to NLP, where hybrid 

approaches out perform an NLP tool like BERT (Havasi, 2019), the scale 

of the problem has been discouraging; for people seem to need a tremendous 

amount of knowledge of a very diverse variety to understand even the 

simplest children's story (Singh, 2002b). Research retreated from an 

ambitious broad CSKR aim and instead pursued special domain knowledge 

and reasoning that could deal with a more focused class of problem. But 

these lacked generalization and thus did poorly at almost everything else 

(Minsky, Marvin L., Push Singh, and Aaron Sloman, 2004). 

Despite direct approaches to explanation and problems of 

formalizing background knowledge, work since the 1990s has included 

other forms, styles, or meanings of explanation that seemed easier. Because 

proof isn’t always useful and deep background knowledge is hard to 

formalize another form of documentation, and thus a style of explanation 

has often been used that involves the provenance or source of some fact or 

statement (McGuinness, 2003, Moreau, 2010, Darlington, 2013). This arises 

often when we want an explanation to make clear what the documented 

source of data is’. 

In contrast AI explanation work in the 90s and early 2000s focused 

on simpler techniques to make explanations acceptable to novice users rather 

than using large KBs of CSK which were expensive, time consuming, and 

hard to build with the tools and limited expertise available. Modest use was 

made of cognitive learning theory and associated technology ‘' which 

suggested the need for explanation justification using explicit knowledge of 

things like conceptual terminology, domain facts, and causal relations to 

enhance the ability of novice user’s understanding (Darlington, 2013). What 

was more desired was explanations that also aided engineers in modifying 

systems (e.g. knowledge debugging as part of KB development). 

CSKR and Explanation in the new era of ML 

As noted earlier, it can be costly to acquire an adequate base of 

CSKR for its own sake as well as leverage it for explanations. And, when 

acquired, since there are a variety of ways to represent CSKR, from symbolic 
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forms of rules to semantic nets, and logic, the knowledge content becomes 

heterogeneous and siloed making them difficult to integrate and structure for 

explanations. 

This makes it attractive to consider lighter methods for acquiring 

knowledge like opportunistic extraction processes from text, including 

online text and linked data, using AI, ML, or NLP tools. Rapidly advancing 

ML capabilities have raised the hope of capturing knowledge including 

masses of CSK in more automated ways that are less resource intensive. 

There has now been a decade of work to acquire and represent domain 

knowledge, even some commonsense-like knowledge, using automated 

extraction and ML processes that acquire models learned from training data. 

A remaining problem with early work that is still somewhat with us is that a 

large store of training data is needed because the model must learn anew 

from scratch each time it learns anything. And this isn’t how people work.’" 

One prominent, illustrative attempt to tackle this problem is the 

Never-Ending Language Learner (NELL) system which uses a coupled 

semi-supervised training approach (Mitchell et a/, 2018). Central to the 

NELL effort is the idea that we will never truly understand machine or 

human learning until we can build computer programs that share some 

similarity with the way humans learn. This does promise the possibility of 

acquiring a useful set of CSKR along the way. In particular such systems, as 

discussed by (Mitchell ef a/, 2018), are like people in that with years of 

diverse, mostly self-supervised experience, they can learn many different 

types of everyday knowledge or functions and thus information from many 

contexts. This happens in a staged bootstrapping fashion, where previously 

learned knowledge in one context enables learning further types of 

knowledge. It is easy to elaborate on cognitive processes for informed ML 

(Von Rueden et al, 2019) using ideas such as self-reflection on existing 

knowledge and the ability to formulate new representations and new 

learning tasks that enable the learner to avoid stagnation and performance 

plateaus. 

As reported in Michell et al (2018) NELL has been learning to read 

the web 24 hours/day since 2010, and at that time had acquired a knowledge 

base with over 80 million confidence weighted beliefs (e.g., served With(tea, 

biscuits).90 confidence). NELL has also learned millions of features and 

parameters that enable it to read these beliefs from the web. Additionally, it 
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has learned to reason over these beliefs to infer (we might say using CSKR) 

new beliefs, and is able to extend its ontology by synthesizing new relational 
predicates. NELL learns to acquire knowledge in a variety of ways. It learns 
free-form text patterns for extracting this knowledge from sentences on a 
large scale corpus of web sites and it learns probabilistic rules that enable it 
to infer new instances of relations from other relation instances that it has 

already learned’. As an example, NELL might learn a number of facts from 
a sentence defining “‘icefield”, such as: 

“a mass of glacier ice; similar to an ice cap, and usually smaller and 

lacking a dome-like shape; somewhat controlled by terrain.” 

In the context of this sentence and this new “background knowledge” 

extracted it might then extract supporting facts/particulars from following 

sentences: 

“Kalstenius Icefield, located on Ellesmere Island, Canada, shows 

vast stretches of ice. The icefield produces multiple outlet glaciers that flow 

into a larger valley glacier.” 

Also of importance is that not only the textual situation is used to 

inter-relate extracted facts, but the physical location (e.g., Ellesmere Island) 

and any temporal situations expressed in these statements is used as 

context.’ NELL remains an example of how NLP and ML approaches can 

be used to build CSK and domain knowledge, but source context as well as 

ontology context needs to be taken into account to move forward. But NELL 

while it has extensive knowledge, it has relatively shallow semantic 

representations and thus suffers from ambiguities and inconsistencies 

(Gunning, 2018). And compared to handcrafted information such parts of 

extracted information are inconsistent with other parts and much noisier. 

Further, it is challenging to capture relevant situational context which 

include potentially important relations to other concepts - much of what is 

needed may be implicit and inferred and is currently only available in 

unstructured and un-annotated forms such as free text. And often training 

inputs to the model are highly engineered features that are complex or 

difficult to understand, meaning the resulting model learned will be hard to 

decompose for understanding use as input to explanation. 

But progress on this problem comes from advanced ML applications 

where prior knowledge (background knowledge) may be used to judge the 
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relevant facts of an extract, which makes this a bit of a bootstrapping 

situation. 

Despite the remaining problems it seems reasonable that the role of 

existing and emerging Semantic Web technologies and associated 

ontologies is central to making CSKR population viable and that some 

extraction processes using a core of CSKR may be a useful way of 

proceeding. 

CSKR helps Understanding and Thus Performance as well as 

Explanation in Contemporary ML Applications 

As we have seen, the context that is important for discussing 

contemporary approaches to CSKR and explanations is that AI systems 

increasingly use advanced techniques such as deep learning (DL). These 

may in turn require additional techniques to make them more understandable 

to humans and system designers as well as trusted. For a different reason the 

current excited emphasis on explanation grows in part out of a feature failure 

of Deep Learning (DL) solutions - without additional effort they are opaque, 

at least in the sense that the models learned are not transparent to users or 

engineers. Despite this, contemporary deep neural networks (DNNs) have 

seemingly achieved near-human accuracy levels in various types of 

classification and prediction tasks including image and object recognition, 

text, speech, video data and behavior monitoring. These are all considered 

“low-level” tasks and advanced operations like planning or focused attention 

are not involved. Like simple rule-based explanations before them, raw DL 

systems do not natively handle desired aspects of explanations. Post-hoc 

explainability may be added to make them seem responsive. More recently, 

researchers, such as part of DARPA’s XAI program, as described by (Srihari, 

2020) in this Issue, aim to create a suite of rich ML techniques that: 
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@ produce more explainable models while maintaining a high level of 

learning performance and, 

@ enable humans to understand, appropriately trust, and effectively 

manage the emerging generation of AI “associates” that can be used in 

“high-level” domains such as healthcare, criminal justice system, and 

finance (Goodfellow 2016). 

A notional architecture of a modern, hybrid intelligent system is 

shown in Figure 2. Here knowledge and reasoning are divided into several 

types which produce not only better problem solving abilities but 

explanations interpretable to a range of audience types. In order to achieve 

this a range of knowledge sources is involved as well as ML applications to 

further enrich the acquisition process. 

Explanation 
Facility 

Knowledge 
Acquisition 

Figure 2: Architecture of a Hybrid Intelligent System 

As an example, until recently the networks developed by ML for 

even simple vision detection approaches were treated mostly as black-box 

function approximators, in which a given input is mapped to some 

classification output such as the task of labeling images or translating text, 

as discussed in tracks of the 2019 Ontology Summit (Baclawski, 2018). So 

while ML and DL applications are now in wide use for common tasks such 

as advanced navigation with some sort of explanations to users, they are not 

naturally conducive to the generation of explanation structures. Because of 

complexity model simplification, say creating a decision tree, and/or feature 
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relevance techniques which gauges the influence, relevance, or sensitivity 

each feature has in the prediction output by the model to be explained. 

Supplications are often needed as a basis for explanations (Arrieta ef 

al, 2020). Thus while non-technical, but valid and commonsense fashion are 

increasingly desired, they do not come without additional effort. Yet as 

Gunning summarizes: 

Machine reasoning is narrow and highly specialized. Developers 

must carefully train or program systems for every situation. General 

commonsense reasoning remains elusive. The absence of common sense 

prevents intelligent systems from understanding their world, behaving 

reasonably in unforeseen situations, communicating naturally with people, 

and learning from new experiences. Its absence is perhaps the most 

significant barrier between the narrowly focused AI applications we have 

today and the more general, human-like AI systems we would like to build 

in the future. (Gunning, 2018) 

In a sense this is a return to an early desire to have smart applications 

knowledgeable about common phenomena and coincidentally ones capable 

of providing satisfying, interpretable explanations, but now positioned to 

take advantage of AI advances using DL. The path is necessary even though 

we still have not solved all the challenges of CSKR. Considering the range 

of application anticipated the goal of a reasonably competent CSKR system 

should include the ability to reason about explanations (“that makes sense’’) 

taking into account things like predictions, generalization, metaphors and 

abstractions, examples, as well as the goodness of plans, and diagnosis. 

There is an obvious trust benefit if semi- or fully-automatic 

explanations can be provided as part of decision support systems. This seems 

like a natural extension of some long used and understood techniques such 

as logical proofs. Benefits can easily be seen if rich and deep deductions 

could be supported in areas regarding policies and legal issues, but also as 

part of automated education and training, such as e-learning. But there 

remains an inherent tension between ML performance (for example, 

predictive accuracy) as well as ideas of fairness and explainability. Often the 

highest-performing methods (for example, DL) are the least explainable, and 

the most explainable (for example, decision trees) are the least accurate and 

do not take into account the needs of the user. 
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Respective of formalisms and computational methods, an important 

criteria driving development is to ask “do these explanations make 

something clear?” DL systems are opaque and do not fully handle desired 

aspects of explanation to make them humanly comprehensible, which is the 

ability, in this case of ML algorithm to represent what is learned in a human 

understandable fashion. As noted, technical views may provide an answer to 

“how” the explanation was arrived at in steps and which rules or features 

were involved, but not the justifying and clarifying “why” of a satisfactory 

explanation. If, for example, a tree or hierarchical structure is involved in an 

explanation process we might get more of a “why” understanding with the 

possibility of drilling down and browsing a decision tree, having a focal 

point of attention on critical information or having the option of displaying 

a graphic representation that is human understandable. An example would 

be if a vehicle controller AI system for driving, based on visual sensing of 

objects could provide commonsense explanations (Persaud ef al, 2017). 

Using internal commands a system may describe itself spatially as “moving 

forward”, while a human description is the more functional and just one of 

“driving down the street.” For explaining a lane change the system says, 

“because there are no other cars in my lane” while the human explanation is 

informative in another way “because the lane is clear.” These are similar but 

“clear” is a more comprehensive idea of a situation which might include 

construction, tree litter efc. (Tandon ef al. 2018). A comprehendible 

explanation includes coherent pieces of information, more or less directly 

interpretable in natural language, and might relate quantitative (“no cars” 

and qualitative concepts (“near my lane’) in an integrated fashion. 

It is important to note that under the influence of modern ML and 

Deep Learning (DL) models both CSKR and smart system explanations 

have recently been developing alongside these efforts and provide mutual 

support by co-developing deep explanations. These amount to modified or 

hybrid DL techniques that learn more explainable and CSKR features or 

representations or that feed into explanation generation facilities. 

An area where we might see this developed is in the ability of DL- 

based applications to describe images (Geman, ef a/. 2015). This might be 

considered as one element of a visual Turing Test-like application and 

involve question- answering based on real-world images, such as detecting 

and localizing instances of objects and relationships among the objects in a 
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scene. Some commonsense-making involved localizing questions* posed 

might include the following: 

@ What is Person! carrying? 

What is Person2 placing on the table? 

Is Person3 standing behind a desk? 

Is Vehicle 1 moving? 

This spate of recent work, reflecting the ability of ML systems to 

learn and answer questions about visual information and even text, has led 

to more distinctions being made about CSKR in support of robustness of the 

many ML applications which are increasingly thought of as mature enough 

to use for some ordinary tasks. Visual recognition is one of these, and 

supporting research approaches generate image captions to train a second 

deep network that can in turn generate explanations without explicitly 

identifying the original network’s semantic features. This work continues 

but Shah ef al (2019) suggests that some current ML applications are not 

robust as simple alternative NL syntactic formulations that lead to different 

answers. For example, if a system 1s asked “What 1s in the basket” and “What 

is contained in the basket” (or “what can be seen inside the basket”) we get 

very different answers. Humans understand these as having similar 

commonsense meanings, but ML systems may have learned something 

different. And we may not know what they have learned and thus any direct 

explanation may be unsatisfactory for a user. 

An obvious problem is that DL using a combination of efficient 

learning algorithms working over huge parametric space by themselves, are 

complex black-boxes in nature (Castelvecchi, 2016). For example, in a large 

knowledge graph measurements like nearest neighbors cannot be 

decomposed and/or the number of variables is so high that the user has to 

rely on mathematical and statistical tools to analyze the model. So while 

these approaches allow powerful predictions, their raw outputs cannot easily 

be directly explained and post hoc efforts are sometimes used. Consider the 

capability people have to distinguish the visual modality expressing a simply 

observed property like color or what seems like some simple relation like 

part. These afford common-sense and practical implications like “shiny 

things imply smoothness and so less friction”. Distinctions like “smoothness” 

can play a role in transfer of training to new areas. Research now reliably 

shows the value of transfer training/learning such as with NELL. Transfer is 
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say image recognition using stored images from a general source like 

ImageNet. The resulting trained neural network (with an implied “model”) 

is aimed for use with new, but related and purpose-specific models. What 

makes transfer difficult is finding training data that can provide a base to 

transfer for multiple types of scenarios and new situations of interest. There 

remain problems of representativeness and the selection of the typical to 

some generalizations such “shiny surfaces are typically hard, but some are 

not”. There is also the problem of perspective. Imagine that we have in an 

image, the moon in the sky and a squirrel under a tree. They may seem the 

same size, but we know from common experience that they are at different 

distances and thus only appear to have a similar size. This is not something 

learned by a regular NN application, but it would be good to acquire this 

type of CSKR to allow this understanding. 

Summing up Findings, Directions and Future Work 

It seems clear that both CSKR and explanation remain important 

topics as part of AI research and its surging branch of ML. Further they can 

be mutually supportive, although explanation may be the more active area 

of diverse work just now. A guiding idea is that a truly explainable model 

should not have such knowledge gaps that users are left to generate different 

interpretations depending on their background knowledge. Having a suitable 

store of CSK can help an intelligent system produce explanations including 

natural language forms combining CSKR and human-understandable 

features (Bennetot, 2019). 

For future direction five areas are noted: 

Challenges in developing an adequate base of CSK 

Situational and contextual understanding 

Deep learning and dynamic situations 

Interactions with humans 

The need for a common, enhanced ontology engineering practice. AB WN 

Adequate Knowledge: Providing a suitable base of CSK remains a 

broad, deep, and some say a largely unbounded problem. It seems generally 

true that one master ontology will not suffice for either specific domains or 

CSK and that a range of ontologies will be needed for an adequate CSK. 

Single ontologies are not likely to be suitable as work expands and more 
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contexts are encountered. This will require multiple ontologies and/or a 

range of MTs as in Cyc. Big Knowledge, with its heterogeneity and depth 

complexity, may be as much of a problem as Big Data especially if we are 

leveraging heterogeneous, noisy, and conflicting data to create CSKR and 

explanations (Pauleen and Wang 2017). Various approaches do exist for 

different forms of CSKR, but the integration of these as well as ontologies 

with different content is still challenging. Linked data have a simplified view 

of KBs as a set of linked sentence-like assertions. However, integration of 

these requires some degree of background knowledge to understand the 

underlying assertions expressed in natural language labels. It is hard to 

imagine that major integration challenges from various forms with varying 

degrees of formality can be avoided. The ontology experience is that as a 

model of the real world we need to select some part of reality based on 

interest and conceptualization of that interest. Differences of selection and 

interpretation are impossible to avoid and it can be expected that different 

external factors will generate different contexts for any intelligent agent 

doing the selections and interpretation needed as part of a domain 

explanation. 

The work such as Yi and Michael Gunginer, 2018 (Gunninger, 2018) 

suggests some coordinated set of ontologies that might be needed to support 

something as reasonable and focused as a Physical Embodied Turing Test. 

These include several aspects of intelligence, such as perception, reasoning, 

and action. Grunninger’s suite (Gruninger, 2019), called PRAxIS 

(Perception, Reasoning, and Action across Intelligent Systems) with the 

following components: 

@ Solid Physical Objects (SoPhOs) 

@ Occupy (Location - Occupation is a relation between a physical 

body and a spatial region) 

Process Specification Language (PSL) 

Processes for Solid Physical Objects (ProSPerO) 

Ontologies for Video (OVid) 

Foundational Ontologies for Units of measure (FOUnt) 

It is worth mentioning that ontologies like SoPhOs might emulate 

the intuitive physics of child cognition for objects while an “Occupy” 

concept provides notions of location and place used for spatial navigation. 
While this remains an early effort it does illustrate some of the diverse types 
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of CSKR that need to be formalized. Yet there exists a range of strategies 
that could be employed to make progress on both the CSKR challenge and 
in its use to enhance explanations. In the sub-sections below, some of the 

remaining explanation and CSKR issues are further illustrated arising from 

some old problems that may affect more on the relatively newer challenges 

raised by ML and DL approaches. 

Situational and contextual understanding: More complex tasks will 

involve greater situational understanding*'. These include situations where 

important things are unseen, but implied in a picture as part of the larger or 

assumed context such as exist in environmental or ecological settings with 

many dependencies. An example offered by Niket Tandon (Tandon ef al., 

2018) involves the implication of a directional arrow in a diagram of food 

web which intentionally communicates “consumes” to a human (a frog 

consumes bugs). The problem for modern learning oriented systems 1s that 

they are unlikely to have arrows used visually this way enough to generalize 

to a “consumes” meaning. To a human this is background knowledge. 

Alas, it remains a hard problem to engineer all such knowledge or 

acquire it in an automated fashion. Indeed, since their inception, both 

explanatory systems and commonsense R & D have proven to involve 

implied, hard problems addressed by natural biological evolutions over a 

long period of time: such as the ideas of effective communication, consensus 

reality, background knowledge, notions of causality, and rationales. These 

allow the handling of things like focus and scale that is a known problem in 

visual identification. In a lake scene with a duck a ML vision system may 

see water features like dark spots as objects. In this case there seems a need 

for a model of the situation and for what is the focus of attention — a duck 

object. Some use of commonsense as part of model-based explanations 

might help during model debugging and decision making to correct 

apparently unreasonable predictions. 

Such problems seem simple only because these are ubiquitous in 

everyday thinking, speaking, and perceiving as part of ordinary human 

interaction with the world. And this knowledge and reasoning seems easily 

captured because it is commonly available to the overwhelming majority of 

people, and manifest in human children’s behavior by the age of three or 

five. 
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Deep Learning and Dynamic Situations Generally, the current state 

of the art for ML suggests that deep learning can provide some explanations 

of what they identify in simple visual datasets such as Visual Query 

Answering (VQA) and CLEVR. They can answer questions like “What is 

the man riding on?” in response to an image such as the one in Figure 3. 

Figure 3: Example of image for ML processing 

Whereas, commonsense knowledge is more important when the 

visual compositions are more dynamic and involve multiple objects and 

agents typical of say a cattle roundup. For dynamic and other situations 

further advanced intelligent system evolution needs to consider other 

features that may be supportive. This is true even in leaning-oriented 

systems like NELL which extract information from sentences. Because of 

things like contextual relations there remain many problems with un- 

sophisticated textual understanding. Examples are the implications and 

scope of negations and what is entailed.*" 

Beyond negations there may be many situations one needs to 

understand — for example, “what exactly is happening in this ecological 

view?” This is challenging because a naive, start from scratch computational 

system, has to track everything involved in a situation or event. This may 

involve a long series of events with many objects and agents as in an 

ecological example or a food chain. Previously discussed situational 
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complexity is also evident in visualizing a routine procedural play in 
basketball even as simple as a completed or missed dunk (Mishra ef al., 
2019). Images of a dunk attempt can be described by three NL sentences: 
“He charges forward. And made a great leap. He made a basket.” These 
sentences may be understood in terms of some underlying state-action- 

changes with a sequence of actions such as running and jumping, but there 

are also implied states as follows: 

@ The ball is in his hands. (not actually said, but seen and important for 

the play) 

@ The player is in the air. (implied by the leap) 

@ The ball is in the hoop. (technically how a basket is made) 

We can represent the location of things in the three sentences above like this: 

@ Location (ball) = player’s hand 

@ Location (player) = air 

@ Location (ball) = hoop (after Tanden, 2019) 

These all fit into a coherent action with the context of a basketball 

script that we know, and thus humans can focus on the fact that the location 

of the ball at the end of the jump is a key result. CSKR about bodily 

capabilities apply here (Can I reach that hoop by jumping?) On other hand, 

as shown by Tandon ef a/. (2018), it is expensive to develop a large enough 

training set for such CSKR of activities, and the resulting state-action- 

change models have so many possible inferred candidate structures (e.g., is 

the ball still in his hand? Maybe it was destroyed) so that common events 

can evoke an NP-complete problem. Without sufficient data (remember it is 

costly to construct), the model can produce what one would consider to be 

absurd, unrealistic choices based on commonsense experience such as the 

player being in the hoop. 

A solution is to have a commonsense aware system that constrains 

the search for plausible event sequences. This is possible with the design and 

application of a handful of universally applicable rules. And some 

constraining ruling can be derived from existing ontologies. For example 

these constraints seem reasonable based on commonsense: 
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1. An entity must exist before it can be moved or destroyed. (certainly 

not likely in basketball) 

2. An entity cannot be created if it already exists. 

3. A tennis player is located at a tennis court. 

In the work discussed by Niket Tanden (2018) these constraints were 

directly derivable from the Suggested Upper Merged Ontology (SUMO) 

rules such as: MakingFn, DestructionFn, MotionFn. This provides 

preliminary evidence that ontologies, even early ones such as SUMO, could 

be good guides for producing a handful of generic hard constraints in new 

domains. 

One might ask, “How much help do these constraints provide?” The 

answer is that CSK-based search improves precision by nearly 30% over 

State-Of-The-Art DL efforts which include Recurrent Entity Networks 

(EntNet) , Query Reduction Networks (QRN) , and ProGlobal (Tanden ef al, 

2018). 

Humans in the Loop While we do seem close to AI systems that will 

do common tasks such as driving a car or give advice on common tasks like 

eating it remains a challenge that such everyday tasks exhibit robust CSK 

and reasonable reasoning in order to be trusted. Monitoring the 

reasonableness and safety of automated actions, like driving in dynamic or 

even novel situations, illustrate a rapidly approaching but still challenging 

commonsense service capability. As intelligent agents become more 

autonomous, sophisticated, and prevalent, it becomes increasingly important 

that their knowledge become more complete and that humans be able to 

interact with them effectively to answer such questions as “why did you (my 

self-driving vehicle) take an unfamiliar turn?” 

We need humans in the loop and allow dynamic interactions with 

intelligent agents. It is widely agreed that we need to enable humans to 

understand, appropriately trust, and effectively manage the emerging 

generation of artificially intelligent partners (Arrieta, 2020). Defining a 

successful application and its explanations remains relative to its audiences 

and their understanding. This is a bit of a psychological task so we can’t 

expect system designers and engineers to solve this without help (Mueller e¢ 

al, 2019). But engineers can understand that human interactions and 

reactions to poor explanations can help to detect, and thus, correct things 

like bias in the training dataset or in system reasoning. 
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Current AI systems are good at recognizing objects, but can’t explain 

what they see in ways understandable to and somewhat explainable by 

laymen. Nor can systems read a textbook and understand the questions in 

the back of the book which leads researchers to conclude they are devoid of 

common sense. We agree, as DARPA’s Machine Common Sense (MCS) 

proposal put it that the lack of a common sense is “perhaps the most 

significant barrier” between the focus of AI applications today (such as 

previously discussed), and the human-like systems we dream of. And at least 

one of the areas that such an ability would play is with useful explanations. 

It may also be true, as NELL researchers argue, that we will never produce 

true NL understanding systems, until we have systems that react to arbitrary 

sentences with “I knew that, or didn’t know and accept or disagree because 

Pk. 

Better Methods for Engineering CSKR and Explanation: It is also 

worth noting that as explanation and CSKR research converge there 1s a need 

to develop a common, enhanced ontology engineering practice. As we arrive 

at a more focused understanding of CSKR there will be a need for this 

convergence to be incorporated into common ontological engineering 

practices. For efforts like CSK base building this should include guidance 

and best practices for the extraction of rules from extant, quality ontologies. 

A particular task 1s evaluating the quality of knowledge, both CSK and 

domain knowledge extracted from text. If knowledge is extracted from text 

and online information building of CSK will require methods to clean, refine 

and organize them. It is not as simple as saying that a system provides an 

exact match of words to what a human might produce given the many ways 

that meaning may be expressed. And it is costly to test system generated 

explanations or even captions against human ones due to the human cost. 

One interesting research approach is to train a system to distinguish 

human and ML/DL system generated captions (for images efc.). After 

training one can use the resulting learned distinguished systems to critique 

the quality of the ML/DL generated labels. 

In some cases, and increasingly so, a variety of CSK/information 

extracted is aligned (e.g. some information converges from different sources) 

by means of an extant (hopefully of high quality) ontology and perhaps 

several. This means that some aspect of the knowledge in the ontologies 

provides an interpretive or validating activity for the structuring involved in 
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building artifacts like KGs. Knowledge graph gaps can also be filled in by 

internal processes looking for such things as consistency with common ideas 

as well as from external processes which adds information from human 

and/or automated sources. KG building efforts, which started employing 

sources like Freebase’s data as a “gold standard” to evaluate data in DBpedia 

which in turn is used to populate a KG, are moving on to augmentation from 

text sources. In this light we can again note that a key requirement for 

validated table quality of knowledge involves the ability to trace back from 

a KB to the original source documents (such as LinkedData) and if filled in, 

from other sources such as humans to make it understandable or trustworthy. 

It is useful to note that this process of building such popular artifacts as KGs 

clearly shows that they are not equivalent in quality to supporting ontologies. 

In general there is some confusion in equating the quality of extracted 

information from text, KGs, KBs, the inherent knowledge in DL systems 

and ontologies. 

But all such efforts are very probably going to rely on the assistance 

of new as yet undeveloped tools. In light of this future work we will need to 

refine a suite of tools and technologies to make the lifecycle of 

commonsense KBes easier and faster to build. 

A successfully engineered intelligent system would be more of an 

“Associate Systems” with which users dialog with and over time get 

satisfactory answers because they include a capability to adaptively learn 

user knowledge and goals and are accountable for doing so over time. This 

is, of course, commonly true for human associates. The idea here is to mirror 

the user’s mental model including some idea of commonsense, which 

becomes one of the main building block of intelligible human—machine 

interactions. Such focused, good, fair explanations may use natural language 

understanding to be part of a conversational dialogue human-computer 

interaction (HCI) in which the system uses previous knowledge of user 

(audience) knowledge and goals to discuss output explanations. 

In such associate systems an issue will be the focus of attention. As 

part of common experience focus is an important element of explanations 

and commonsense assumptions and presumptions in a knowledge store play 

an important role in focus point. Indeed the ability to focus on relevant points 

may be part of the way a system competence is judged. But good focus has 

many potential dimensions and can involve judging and evaluating technical 
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factors such as ethicality, fairness, and, where relevant, legality along with 

various roles such as relational, processual role, and social roles. These will 

all be important aspects of advanced AI applications. An example of this is 

that the role of legal advice is different in the context of a banking activity 

as opposed to lying under oath. 
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The idea of intelligent systems covers a broad range of software 

technologies from simple heuristic and rule-based systems emulating 
human expertise with symbolic processing, to more recent neural network 
and machine learning technologies.. 

In “Programs with Common Sense” McCarthy (1960) described 3 tactical 

ways for early AI to proceed which includes common sense understanding 
and imitating the human central nervous system, which to a degree NN 
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systems do study human cognition or “understand the common sense world 

in which people achieve their goals.” 

ill In a narrow, logical and technical sense the “Gold Standard” concept of 
explanation is such a faithful, deductive proof done using a formal 
knowledge representation (KR). 

iv These descended from J. McCarthy’s tradition of treating contexts as 

formal objects over which one can quantify and express first-order 
properties. 

V_ For example, “fact sentence F41 was drawn from document D73, at URL 

U84, in section 22, line 18.” That kind of explanation is valuable and allows 
follow up. 

vi Obviously a machine capability for a basic level of human-like 

commonsense would enable more effective communication and collaborate 

with their human partners. 

vil As Andrej Karpathy put it, “I don’t have to actually experience crashing 

my car into a wall a few hundred times before I slowly start avoiding to do 

so.” 

Vill Reasoning is also applied for consistency checking and removing 
inconsistent axioms as in other knowledge graph (KG) generation efforts. 

1x Knowledge reuse and transfer is an important issue in making such systems 

scalable. 

x Broadly we might conceptualize this as a type of sensemaking in which 

an intelligent system that needs to analyze and interpret sensor or data input 

benefits from a CSKR service providing help it interpret and understand 

real world situations. 

xi Some of these still unsolved contextual issues were discussed as part of 

the Ontology Summit 2018 on contexts (Baclawski ef a/., 2018). 

xii Kang et al (2018) showed the problems of what is concluded based on 
textual entailment with sentences from the Stanford Knowledge Language 

Inference set with sentences like “The dog did not eat all of the chickens.” 
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Abstract 

Global health surveillance and pandemic intelligence rely on the systematic 

collection and integration of data from diverse distributed and heterogeneous 

sources at various levels of granularity. These sources include data from 

multiple disciplines represented in different formats, languages, and structures 

posing significant integration challenges. This article provides an overview of 

challenges in data driven surveillance. Using Malaria surveillance as a use case 

we highlight the contribution made by emerging semantic data federation 

technologies that offer enhanced interoperability, interpretability, and 

explainability through the adoption of ontologies. The paper concludes with a 

focus on the relevance of these technologies for ongoing pandemic 

preparedness initiatives. 

Introduction 

WHEREAS HEALTH SURVEILLANCE has always been an essential activity; 

the recent global health crisis caused by COVID-19 has highlighted our 

dependence on bespoke surveillance infrastructures that provide support for 

decisions of considerable gravity. Core to the success of these endeavors is 

the coordination of multiple data sources; however, many challenges related 

to data management remain unresolved and limit the insight we can gain 

from data-driven surveillance. These challenges stem from incumbent 

infrastructures where collected data are stored in distributed heterogeneous 

siloed information systems without enabling metadata or standardization, 

posing interoperability and data integration challenges [1]. The absence of 
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interoperability results in poor coordination between surveillance systems 

which are known to be rigid [2], leading stakeholders to have limited 

confidence in any insights derived from the aggregated datasets [3]. These 

barriers delay the generation of key insights that are needed to support 

decision making and to plan appropriate and timely interventions. 

Specifically for decision-makers, there is also an intelligibility problem, 

which requires a transparent understanding of sources of data and data 

processing activities to generate trustable insights. Here, surveillance 

systems need to enable explanations based on provenance annotations. The 

requirement for explainability becomes increasingly important given the 

diversity of data sources being harvested in disease surveillance. Indeed, an 

increasingly broad array of stakeholders now contributes vast sensor data 

from new devices and text from social media platforms, augmenting the 

complexity of sources and data structures. 

In the case of malaria it has been reported that few information 

systems can comprehensively collect, store, analyze data, and provide 

feedback based on real-time information [4]. Additionally, concurrency 

control issues can emerge, where data entered from field stations are 

recorded centrally but are not immediately reflected at the field level [5-7]. 

Developers and users trying to gain remote access to data with web services 

have also identified that they are inflexible for reuse and there is a lack of 

standardization. In fully deployed systems the resolution of spatiotemporal 

data [8] is often limited in scope, e.g. not to the level of individual 

households, nor is it possible to extrapolate trends across geographic 

borders. Consequently, the types of surveillance queries that can be run to 

derive actionable knowledge are relatively rigid and reporting tools cannot 

support ad hoc queries without significant redevelopment. A recent WHO 

technical strategy document [9] stated that malaria surveillance mechanisms 

designed to facilitate interoperable data integration from distributed data 

silos are lacking. 

These types of challenges, interoperability, interpretability, and 

explainability, have motivated computer scientists to consider how the 

provisional data for a wide range of stakeholders lead to the introduction of 

a set of guidelines seeking to ensure that published data are findable, 

accessible, interoperable, and reusable [105], albeit no specific technical 

solutions are proposed or mandated. 
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Broadly speaking, interoperability can be understood as the 

provision of common interfaces between divergent computer systems to 

ensure seamless access to data and services. It can include enriching data or 

services with context, unambiguous meaning, and provenance in a 

standardized syntax or format in support of data exchange and reuse. 

Practically, it means multiple users can mutually access and reuse data 

without having to store it locally or reformat the data on import, knowing 

that the integrity and meaning (semantics) of the data have been maintained 

since its creation to its application and reuse. Provisioning interoperability 

is addressed by the mapping of data to standardized vocabularies or terms in 

ontologies [11]. Ontologies are representations of domain knowledge using 

concepts, relations, and complex logical rules or axioms. Interoperability 

can be achieved by mapping data sets to the same ontology terms or 

vocabularies to ensure they can be regarded as having the same meanings. 

Such representations of domain knowledge and metadata also 

underpin the explainability of decision support in a surveillance platform 

where the reasoning behind the decision can be made transparent to the end- 

users. In order to achieve this transparency, the data resources supporting a 

decision need to be verified, preferably in real-time. One method to verify 

the resources used to achieve the decision is by resolving all their locations 

from their URIs. Once resolved, they lead to the locations of the actual 

content or the associated metadata based on the access policy. In a service- 

based surveillance system [12], resources typically include the input data, 

and services, workflows, software, and scripts which produce the output 

data. Various approaches to verification also referred to as provenance, have 

been investigated and tried in the context of data [13], software [14], and 

workflow [15, 16]. A standard for vocabularies to represent provenance 

information in a formalized way is the W3C PROV Ontology (PROV-O) 

[17] which can be used as a vehicle to formalize explainability. 

Disease Surveillance Ontologies 

To be effective disease surveillance ontologies [18, 19, 20, 21] must 

cover a range of perspectives including vector biology, etiology, 

transmission, pathogenesis, diagnosis, prevention, and _ treatment. 

Depending on the intended use of the ontology, these perspectives have been 

represented in different ways leading to ontologies of different maturity, 

expressiveness, and fit-for-purpose. Whereas a detailed review of these 
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would be beyond the scope of this article, here we briefly review a small 

sample of ontologies primarily to illustrate the breadth and scope of the 

domain knowledge that needs to be represented to support surveillance 

interoperable surveillance infrastructures. 

For vector-borne diseases, the Vector Surveillance and Management 

Ontology (VSMO) [18] focuses on arthropod vectors and vector-borne 

pathogens specific to domestic animals and humans as well as the 

corresponding surveillance data management systems, or decision support 

systems. A core feature of the VSMO is the vector relation, linking 

arthropod species (vectors) to pathogenic microorganisms. 

The Infectious Disease Ontology-Malaria (IDOMAL) [19] is an 

extension of the infectious disease ontology (IDO) [22] that includes broad 

coverage of malaria including clinical manifestations, therapeutic 

approaches, epidemiology, vector biology, and insecticide resistance (IR). 

Vector physiology is modeled from the perspective of processes related to 

transmission, particularly interactions between the vector and the vertebrate 

host of Plasmodium, as well as the vector and Plasmodium itself. This 

extends to behavioral parameters such as host-seeking or blood meal-related 

processes. 

Mosquito Insecticide Resistance Ontology 1s an application ontology 

for entities related to insecticide resistance in mosquitoes. MIRO [20] was 

designed to support IRbase, a dedicated resource for storing data on 

insecticide resistance in mosquito populations. It focuses on archiving 

information on geolocations, mosquito populations as the main vectors of 

diseases (dengue, filariasis, malaria, yellow fever), types of assays 

performed to assess types, and levels of insecticide resistance to support the 

design of interventions. 

Animal Health Surveillance Ontology (AHSO) [21] is an excellent 

example of this, designed to support decision making based on data that were 

collected for alternative purposes, including clinical records, laboratory 

findings, or slaughter inspection data. In this case herd information is 

collected along the entire cycle of animal production, even in the absence of 

disease events. The targeted surveillance analytics makes use of all recorded 

observations such as a disease occurrence, births, or product yield (dairy or 

livestock). Ontologies that support surveillance analyses and automation of 

tasks translating data into actionable information must accommodate the 
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production system, the nature of observation, and the context in which the 

data was recorded. AHSO represents definitions of syndromes and models 

observations that relate to health events at specific moments in time but not 

the actual health events. The ontology has three main levels: sample, 

observations, and observational context, for instance, a clinical observation, 

or surveillance sampling activity. A health event is modeled as an abstract 

concept with undefined boundaries in time, space, or population units. It is 

assumed that several observations are derived from a health event and 

recorded in one or more databases [21]. 

In general the adoption of ontology models by users other than the 

ontologists that built them can depend on many factors related to target goals 

and purpose. The design of an ontology, so that it is fit for purpose, can vary 

greatly, and ontologies designed for different purposes by different 

communities generally result in different ontologies, both in terms of scope 

and structure, which can occur for even the same subject matter. 

Deciding whether a domain ontology built for any of these purposes 

and auxiliary activities can be reused is daunting and requires considerable 

expertise and time-investment. For these reasons the reuse and adoption of 

any given ontology is generally a slow process requiring a full evaluation of 

what aspects of an ontology can be useful in a new context. Sometimes it is 

easier to start a new ontology and then subsequently do a mapping to any 

related ontologies that may exist. Where ontologies or parts of ontologies 

have been imported to new ontologies this can be identified by reviewing 

ontology files for imports with different URLs to reveal which parts of an 

ontology are from other conceptualizations. Some studies have sought to 

elucidate such artifacts [39] with varying degrees of success. 

To further highlight the challenges of reuse we list here some 

common motivations for ontology development: (1) to share a common 

understanding of information; (ii) to enable reuse of knowledge through 

explicit representation of knowledge and formal reasoning; (iii) the 

derivation of further insights in a domain aka knowledge discovery; (iv) to 

enable reasoning and quality control (i.e. revealing inconsistencies and 

insatisfiabilities); and (v) to improve reusability, maintenance, versioning, 

and change management. The precise manifestation of these goals can be 

quite technical and here we point primarily to the classification of ontologies 

to identify inconsistencies in a knowledge representation about a domain 
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[23], classification of instance data based on formal axioms or rules in a 

domain ontology [24, 25], authoring of knowledge graphs using ontologies 

as a reference model [26], ontology-based data access [27], and the use of 

ontology terms for authoring of semantic web services [28]. All of these are 

specific cases that leverage more than the primary formal conceptualization 

of a domain built for the sake of knowledge sharing. Overall the maturity of 

the model and its design and purpose are limiting factors for reuse. One good 

example of an ontology that has been well cited and adopted is the Semantic 

science Integrated Ontology (SIO) [29], which provides a simple, integrated 

upper-level ontology (types, relations) for consistent knowledge 

representation across physical, processual, and informational entities. It is 

broadly adopted in the life sciences because of its design and relevance to 

many use cases. 

Disease Surveillance tasks 

Surveillance is an activity that involves a series of tasks; monitoring 

and harvesting of data, analysis of data to review the disease trends followed 

by the design of targeted interventions, their implementation, and 

evaluation. To be effective surveillance is an iterative lifecycle of tasks and 

activities with the goal of harvesting actionable data. What makes it 

challenging is that surveillance practitioners need to obtain custom views of 

target data and decision parameters in a timely and non-arbitrary manner. 

Often there is a lack of understanding of such parameters, such as a 

reproduction number representing a disease's ability to spread [30], which 

can lead to ill-informed decisions and public health interventions by 

different stakeholders. Determining the effectiveness of interventions, by 

combining reporting and cross-checking with multiple indicators and data 

sources, 1s essential. In particular there 1s a need to support surveillance 

practitioners with ad hoc querying over integrated data. Existing 

infrastructures are limited to delivering information on a fixed set of defined 

parameters. Agility is essential, and surveillance systems relying on slow to 

deploy information gathering pipelines lacking interoperability are 

insufficient, particularly when requirements shift e.g. to understanding 

demographics of infections, in addition to overall infection rates. 

In light of these new requirements for surveillance systems, a new 
generation of surveillance platforms is emerging that can address the 
provision of agility and ad hoc querying for non-technical users. 
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Surveillance systems need to be able to discover and select data sets that 
contribute to a given line of inquiry from a registry of available data services 
and data transformation services. The essential tasks that need to be 
Supported are: (i) the use of precise and formal semantics to describe input 

and output of data services to ensure they are rapidly discoverable at the time 

of the query; (ii) the provision of search engines that can understand such 

semantic descriptions; (ii1) the provision of interoperability between services 

to ensure complex workflows needed for retrieving and transforming data 

are uninterrupted; and (iv) the provision of intelligible query composition 

tools that are readily explainable to novice users. 

For over a decade these design requirements have been core to 

semantic web services frameworks which have been recently deployed in 

surveillance use cases. In [28, 33, 34] the Semantics, Interoperability, and 

Evolution for Malaria Analytics (SIEMA) platform was deployed for use in 

malaria surveillance based on semantic data federation. SIEMA’s objective 

was to address the interoperability between evolving malaria data sources 

and provide advanced query options [34] for users with little or no technical 

skills. The platform leverages Semantic Automated Discovery and 

Integration (SADI) [31] Semantic Web Services and a semantic query 

engine HYDRA [32] to implement the target queries typical of malaria 

programs. The platform uses community-developed Malaria ontologies, to 

describe data services. It enhances the findability of distributed data 

resources, and the construction of workflows to fetch data from different 

Web services. 

Al-Manir et al. [28] reported on use cases provided by the Uganda 

Ministry of Health to illustrate effectiveness in providing seamless access to 

distributed data and preservation of interoperability between online 

resources. Specifically, the queries investigate the nature of interventions 

e.g. which indoor residual spraying used permethrin as an insecticide?, and 

more complex queries looking at the impacts of interventions e.g. which 

districts of Uganda that used permethrin-based long-lasting insecticide- 

treated nets in 2015 saw a decrease in Anopheles gambiae s.s. population but 

no decrease in new malaria cases between 2015 and 2016? This latter query 

is a particularly complex query that involves a combination of multitude of 

services discovered and orchestrated into a workflow by the HYDRA query 

engine (See Figure | for the list of registered services). 
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getSpeciesidByPopulationid 

allMosquitoPopulations 

getSpeciesidentificationMethodDescriptionByPopulation 

allFieldPopulations 

allAssays 

allCollectionSites 

getCollectionSiteldByPopulationid 

getCountryByCollectionSiteld 

getinsecticideldByAssayld 

getPopulationldByAssayld 

getResultByAssay 

getNameByGeographicRegionld 

getNameByHouseholdid 

getHouseholdidByPublicHealthActivityld 

getGeographicRegion|dByHouseholdid 

getDateByPublicHealthActivityld 

allPublicHealthActivities 

getNameByPublicHealthActivityld 

getGeographicRegion|dByPublicHealthActivityld 

getCountByThing 

getinsecticideldBylndoorResidualSprayingld 

getYearByDate 

isGeographicRegionidADistrict 

getinsecticideldByLongLastingInsecticidalNetid 

getNameByinsecticideld 

getCountryldByGeographicRegionid 

getGeographicRegion|dByEstimationOfSizeOfOpeninsectPopulationid 

getDateByEstimationOfSizeOfOpeninsectPopulationid 

getValueByEstimationOfSizeOfOpeninsectPopulationid 

getSpeciesidByEstimationOfSizeOfOpeninsectPopulationid 

getNameBySpeciesld 

getGeographicRegionidByNewPatientAggld 

getDiseaseldByNewPatientAggld 

getNameByDiseaseld 

getDateByNewPatientAgeld 

getValueByNewPatientAggld 

Figure 1. List of registered services. 

Figure 2 shows a graphical query presented in the HYDRA GUI and 

the corresponding SPARQL query. Keyword /graphical inputs presented on 

a canvas are converted to SPARQL queries and presented to HYDRA for 

processing. These semantic queries are sharable, editable, and offer a high 

degree of intelligibility for surveillance experts. There is significant 

flexibility provided to compose regular and ad hoc queries independent of 

users needing to understand a data structure or a query syntax. Queries posed 

to the SIEMA surveillance platform are translated into workflows of 

services by HYDRA which are composed of one or more SADI services 

identified in the registry. 

For explainability the service interface of each SADI service is based 

on the myGrid/Moby service Ontology [35] which requires that a service 

contains information such as its unique name, the URI to locate the service, 

the URIs where the input and output are defined, and a textual description. 

Information about the input and output of the service can be explained from 

the concepts and relations used in their definition. The concepts and 

relations, which are derived from community adopted standard vocabularies, 

are all resolvable through their URIs. The services themselves are resolvable 

from their URIs. Thus, the workflow is explainable as each service and the 

associated metadata about the input and output of a service is explainable. 
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[Chas value] [_tasvelue | Please enter new keyword: 

Tpatieat count 2015>) C7 patient count 3016 > C2015 ) C2016 ) 

OK Cancel 

PREFIX ex: <http://example.org/> 
SELECT ?district_name ?mosquito_count 2015 ?mosquito_count_2016 ?DateTimeDescription 1 ex:has year 2016 . 

?patient_count_2015 ?patient_count_2016 ?NCBITaxon: 50557 a ex:NCBITaxon:50557 . 

WHERE 2¥SMO: 0001332 ex:has species ?NCBITaxon:50557 . 

{ 2?NewPatientAgg a ex:NewPatientAgg . ?NCBITaxon: 50557 ex:has_name "Anopheles gambiae sensu 

?GeographicRegion a ex:GeographicRegion . stricto"*“*xsd:string . 

2VBcv: 9000696 a ex:VBcv:0000696 . ?VSMO:0001332_1 a ex:VSM0:0001332 . 

?GeographicRegion a ex:GeographicRegion . ?VSMO:0001332_1 ex:has species ?NCBITaxon:50557 . 

?GeographicRegion 1 a ex:GeographicRegion . ?V8M0:0001332_1 ex:located in ?GeographicRegion . 

?PublicHealthActivity a ex:PublicHealthActivity . ?DateTimeDescription 2 a ex:DateTimeDescription . 

@DateTimeDescription a ex:DateTimeDescription . ?vsMo:0001332_1 ex:has date ?DateTimeDescription 2 . 

2MIRO: 10000239 a ex:MIRO:10000239 . ?DateTimeDescription 2 ex:has_year 2015 . 

2NewPatientAgg ex:located in ?GeographicRegion . 2vsMo:0001332 1 ex:has_ value ?mosquito_ count 2015 . 

?GeographicRegion ex:hasGeographicDescriptor ?VBcv:0000696 2NewPatientAgg 1 a ex:NewPatientAgg . 
?NewPatientAgg 1 ex:located in ?GeographicRegion . 

2GeographicRegion ex:has_ country ?GeographicRegion_1 . ?DiseaseOrCondition a ex:DiseaseOrCondition . 

?2GeographicRegion 1 exthas name "Uganda"**xsd:string . 2NewPatientAgg 1 ex:has disease ?DiseaseOrCondition . 

?GeographicRegion ex:has_ name ?district_name . ?DiseaseOrCondition ex:has name "Malaria"**xsd:string . 

?PublicHealthActivity ex:located_in ?GeographicRegion . 2NewPatientAgg ex:has disease ?DiseaseOrCondition . 

?PublicHealthactivity exthas insecticide ?MIRO:10000239 . 2DateTimeDescription 3 a ex:DateTimeDescription . 

2MIRO: 10000239 ex:has name "Permithrin"**xsd:string . ?NewPatientAgg 1 ex:has date ?DateTimeDescription 3 . 

?PublicHealthActivity ex:has date ?DateTimeDescription . WDateTimeDescription 3 ex:has year 2015 . 

QDateTimeDescription a ex:DateTimeDescription ; ?NewPatientAgg 1 ex:has value ?patient_count 2015 . 

ex:has year 2015 . ?DateTimeDescription 4 a ex:DateTimeDescription . 

2v8Mo: 0001332 a ex:¥SMO:0001332 . 2NewPatientAgg exthas date ?DateTimeDescription_4 . 

2V8M0: 0001332 ex:located_in ?GeographicRegion ; ?DateTimeDescription 4 a ex:DateTimeDescription ; 

ex:has_value ?mosquito_count_201¢ . ex:has year 2016. 

?DateTimeDescription 1 a ex:DateTimeDescription . ?NewPatientAgg ex:has_value ?patient_count_2016 . 

2¥8M0:0001332 ex:has_ date ?DateTimeDescription 1 . ) 

FILTER (?mosquito_count_2015 < ?mosquito count_2016) 

FILTER (?patient_count_2015 >= ?patient_count_2016) 

Figure 2. SPARQL query and graphical representation for “Which districts of Uganda that 

used permethrin-based long-lasting insecticide-treated nets in 2015 saw a decrease in 

Anopheles gambiae s.s. population but no decrease in new malaria cases between 2015 and 

2016?” 
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The system described in [28, 33] serves as a functioning prototype 

funded by the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation Grand Challenges. It 

demonstrates the state of the art with respect to surveillance. Further 

deployment of this approach will likely emerge for other surveillance tasks 

given that the terminology layer and registry used in the framework can be 

exchanged for other specific terminologies. 

Maintaining Interoperability 

Another challenge that is symptomatic of existing surveillance 

systems is that they can be brittle, in the sense that even minor updates to 

core terminologies by domain experts, which occur regularly and 

incrementally, can render them inactive. The challenge is to preserve the 

integrity and consistency of an integrated system (interoperability). Here the 

primary activities during this change management activity are detection, 

representation, validation, traceability, and rollback, as well as the 

reproduction of the changes [36]. Mitigating this challenge is also a feature 

of the SIEMA platform [33] which incorporates a custom algorithm to detect 

changes to community-developed terminologies, data sources, and services 

and reports these details to a dashboard displaying real-time service 

availability (uptime/downtime). Based on the type of change detected and 

its impact on the status of a service, the dashboard is updated. This level of 

reporting makes it possible for surveillance practitioners to invoke Valet 

SADI [37] to automatically rebuild services as needed, mitigating service 

downtime to ensure reliability. 

Conclusion and Outlook 

It is clear that pandemic preparedness is an essential theme for the 

future. Smart surveillance centers and observatories will be required for each 

municipality and regional governments to archive a range of key datasets. 

Global Health Observatories [38] have already recorded more than 1000 key 

indicators for 194 WHO’s member states. Smart cities will need to 

incorporate provisions for effective interventions, that will need to target 

both commercial and residential sectors, such as social distancing measures 

required during pandemics. Primary data, including sensor datasets, need to 

be readily available for secondary uses in unanticipated ways to improve 

decision making by governments and civic leaders while ensuring privacy 

protection and adhering to ethical standards and guidelines 
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The integration of such datasets will be of paramount importance and 

modeling of these data for reporting purposes must be prepared in advance. 

Semantics and ontologies will play an essential role in ensuring 

interoperability and rapid reuse of data sets for reporting. Preparedness as an 

activity must include dynamic data sources and all aspects of digital 

infrastructures that support decision making. In the context of the 2020 

Covid-19 pandemic, the Ontology of Coronavirus Infectious Disease 

(CIDO) [40] was developed to provide standardized human- and computer- 

interpretable annotation and representation of various coronavirus infectious 

diseases, including their etiology, transmission, pathogenesis, diagnosis, 

prevention, and treatment. More specifically the COVID-19 Surveillance 

Ontology [41] is an application ontology used to support COVID-19 

surveillance in primary care. The ontology facilitates monitoring of COVID- 

19 cases and related respiratory conditions using data from multiple brands 

of computerized medical record systems. It is anticipated that these 

ontologies will be expanded by integrating further knowledge from relevant 

domains to provide a comprehensive semantic backbone necessary for 

intelligent global pandemic surveillance and policymaking that is essential 

today. 
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Abstract 

Accountability is an important requirement of the financial industry. 

Reporting and explaining can be the means by which accountability is 

achieved but only if the parties have shared meaning for the terms being used. 

What makes this difficult is that financial terminology frequently uses simple 

everyday terms in highly technical ways that differ from one context to 

another. This article examines the issues for ensuring that financial 

explanations are correctly understood by all parties, both at micro- and 

macro-economic levels. The proposed technique for solving this problem is 

to use ontologies. Several examples of successes with the use of ontologies 

and business rules in an ontological framework are presented in some detail. 

Since ontologies are a relatively new technique for the financial industry, it 

is necessary for the ontology itself to be explainable. This problem is also 

discussed. The conclusion is that the financial system could benefit from 

formal approaches to explainability based on ontologies. 

ily Introduction 

THE FINANCIAL INDUSTRY has a lot of explaining to do. 

There are a lot of ways of looking at a financial institution such as a 

bank. It is an entity that deals with money. It is a data firm with complex 

data interactions. It is an entity that buys and sells risk. 

These things all have a role in explaining. Banks may need to explain 

to customers why they didn’t approve this loan or that line of credit. They 

need to explain to regulators and shareholders why they did. Regulators look 

both for microprudential and macroprudential risk — that is, what risks banks 

take on for themselves and what risks they present to the broader economy. 

Explanations form one kind of a more general matter which is central 

to finance: accountability. Institutions have to account for themselves to 

their shareholders and to regulators and central banks. Regulators and central 

banks give an account of things to lawmakers and the public, and so on. The 

more specific notion of explanation may come into play at any point in this 

information lifecycle — the key thing is that the relevant data are available, 
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timely, accurate and understandable. Central banks will apply a number of 

statistical analyses to the data that come in from individual banks in the 

economy for which they have oversight. 

In this article we begin in Section 2 by discussing the relationship 

among explanations, reports and accountability. This will provide some 

motivation for why financial explanations are important, both for the 

financial services industry in general and for the retail finance sector in 

particular. For explanations and reports to be meaningful, the terms that are 

used to express the explanations and reports must be understood by all 

parties that are involved. In other words the parties must have commonly 

accepted shared meanings for the terms. This is more difficult to achieve 

than one would expect, and in Section 3, we explain why simple solutions 

such as glossaries and dictionaries are inadequate and introduce ontologies 

as a better solution. We then give a variety of examples of successes with 

the use of financial ontologies in Section 4. While some of the examples are 

still at the proof of concept stage, the results show great potential for solving 

difficult problems in financial services. Sections 5 and 6 discuss some of the 

challenges with the use of financial ontologies. Section 5 discusses the 

notion of a business rule and the difficulties involved in formulating and 

enforcing them in an ontological framework. While introducing ontologies 

to finance has the potential for solving significant problem for explainability, 

reporting, regulatory enforcement and so on, it adds another problem; 

namely, explaining the ontology itself. This challenge is discussed in Section 

6. We end with some final observations and conclusions 1n Section 7. 

Zs Reporting and Accountability 

Reporting itself covers a wealth of requirements. Broadly speaking 

the reporting requirements in finance fall under one of two basic 

motivations: ensuring that consumers and other participants in the financial 

system are fairly treated; and making sure that the system itself does not fall 

into some unstable state. 

For risk there is both internal and external reporting, risk 

management assessment, and compliance. On the consumer protection side 

there are regulations setting out a number of reporting requirements to 

ensure fairness towards investors, including price transparency and fairness, 
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compliance with investment guidelines, compliance with stated fund 

management objectives, and so on. 

Much of the focus of domestic regulation before the 2008 Global 

Financial Crisis (GFC) could be assumed to have been driven by lawmakers, 

who are driven by their electorates. The GFC provided a wake-up call in that 

what was needed was neither more regulation nor less regulation, but 

different kinds of regulation, embodying fresh thinking on the nature of 

global systemic risk. The sum of regulations that aim to protect the consumer 

would not sum up to better protection of the financial system itself. 

2.1 Macroprudential Risk 

The global financial system can be viewed as a complex dynamic 

system. This means that there are emergent behaviors arising out of actions 

and interactions within the system. It is not realistic to sum up all the risks 

seen by each participant in the system and expect to understand the risks to 

the system as a whole. This became very apparent in the 2008 GFC. For this 

reason financial system regulatory bodies look for a number of different 

kinds of information from industry participants, ranging from consumer- 

level protections (avoiding mis-selling and the like) to macro-economic and 

systemic risk factors. However, part of the nature of emergent phenomena 

in complex adaptive systems is that what emerges can’t always be explained 

—at best, we can know why we don’t know what happens next. Financial 

systemic risk management is more about anticipating what risks might be 

starting to emerge than about accounting for what might have happened after 

the fact. For this reason there are also initiatives in macroprudential 

regulation such as the Basel Committee for Banking Supervision BCBS239 

regulation (Bank for International Settlements, 2013). This regulation 

defines a category of ‘Systemically Important Financial Institution’ (SIFT) 

and sets out how SIFIs are to be able to submit reports in the future under 

conditions that are not known in the present. As one central banker put it, 

we can’t expect to deal with the next financial crisis using the reports that 

were appropriate for the previous one. 

The reports and information submitted to regulators are not 

explanations in the form defined elsewhere in this issue, but provide the raw 

material for providing such explanations. A further lesson from the GFC was 

that data on their own are only part of the requirements for understanding 

what was going on. Many firms had all the data they needed to understand 
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their exposures to failing or at-risk institutions, but it still took several weeks 

to arrive at a knowledge of those exposures. 

Data does not mean knowledge. For that you need the addition of 

some kind of meaning; the semantics of the data enables them to be 

understood and re-used as a source of knowledge. For this reason the 

financial industry, like many others, is starting to figure out how to introduce 

formal ontologies into these data workflows. 

Data accompanied by formal semantics do not in themselves form a 

set of explanations but they do provide the raw material for explainability. 

With this in mind we can look at a number of specific examples of 

explanations in the financial services space. Some of these are made 

available directly to the user, while others are directed to public regulatory 

authorities or to other financial ecosystem participants. 

2.2 Explanations in Retail Finance 

The common source of explanations requirements in retail is, of 

course, the customer. Whether in retail banking or credit cards, customers 

will want to know why they have been denied a new card or an increase in 

their credit. The standard set of answers include specific things like ‘your 

income is too low’ or ‘your existing credit balances are too high’ but may 

also include question-begging responses such as ‘You did not meet our 

criteria’ (what criteria?), “Too many credit enquiries’ (how many is too 

many?) or ‘You have not been at your current job long enough’ (how long 

is long enough’). 

Many of the seeming explanations given to the retail customer will 

themselves beg follow-up questions that that customer feels they need to 

know. Set against this, the retail institution is often reluctant to hand over all 

the models and model inputs that they would use to make these decisions 

(thereby furnishing a full explanation) for the entirely understandable reason 

that someone in possession of all of these model parameters may use that 

information to game the system. Explainability leads to vulnerability. 

At the same time, customers have the right to know that decisions 

made about them are made fairly and equitably. They have a right to know 

that the decisions made were based on current, up to date and accurate data 

about them. What if the job they are in is not the one on which the credit 
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decision was based, or the debt balances ascribed to them have recently been 

paid off? 

The challenge for the retail bank or credit institution is to ensure that 

the data they are working from are complete and coherent. Information they 

hold needs to be coordinated with that held by third parties such as credit 

reference agencies, and vice versa. Meanwhile their holding of data about 

each customer must comply with applicable regulations for disclosure on the 

one hand, such as ‘Know Your Customer’ (K YC), and non-disclosure on the 

other, such as the General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR) in the 

European Union. 

Temporal mismatches need to be avoided, for example the lag time 

between data reported on at defined intervals and the data about things as 

they stand at the present time. Then there are variations in the usual pattern 

of credit card or current account holding, such as accounts with multiple 

holders, or those with holders who come under a status with specific 

protections, such as veterans. In some jurisdictions information held against 

an address, such as county court judgments, often causes subsequent 

occupants of that address to get down-graded — usually without a clear 

explanation that this is the case. Common complications often arise from 

situations of the borrower such as divorces, court orders, changes of address, 

or other personal circumstances. On the happier side of things there are 

unscheduled pre-payments by the borrower, where this is allowed. There 

may also be situations not under the control or knowledge of the customer 

such as concurrent fraud investigations, automatic payment system delays, 

differences or misunderstandings on month-end roll-over dates and so on. 

This complex set of interlocking processes, disclosure and non- 

disclosure requirements and mismatches in knowledge between one party 

and another add up to a complex data management problem. It is also a 

complex problem of managing the relationships between the data and the 

things in the real world that the data are about. 

The best-known of these is the issue of ‘bi-temporality’ in data 

management. This is the distinction between the date or time for which the 

data are about is available to the decision-maker, and the date or time that 

something occurred in reality for which the data are about. This matter of 

time is just one respect in which the state of things in reality and the state of 

the data that aim to reflect this may differ. Processes for data management 
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and information supply chains need careful design and management, taking 

into account who needs to know what, how often and in what level of detail 

something needs to be reported, and how changes in circumstances are 

propagated across the entirety of the systems that hold relevant information, 

even understanding the impact on different data resources of a specific kind 

of change in the underlying reality. 

Good customer service requires understanding the customer’s 

journey through life. This sounds a bit like some set of buzz-words, but in 

reality it is important for the institution to be able to follow and understand 

the customer’s changing situation, along with changes in statute law and in 

the institution’s internal lending practices and longer term strategies, simply 

in order to avoid unnecessary misunderstandings, unhappy customers, 

reputational risk or legal exposures. 

Explaining things in retail then is harder than it seems. Call center 

employees, the usual point of contact between the institution and the 

borrower, are effectively playing the role of knowledge workers, but all too 

often the knowledge they need is not available, or the knowledge is available 

but they are not skilled to the required level to make use of it in initial 

customer contacts. The tools they use may not be interoperable across 

different data sources, or the data they need may not be available in real 

time. 

Meanwhile explanations are by their nature very contextual or 

scenario-dependent, and these dependencies also need to be understood. 

Decision support software meanwhile needs to balance the requirements for 

customer retention, profitability, and regulatory compliance. 

These challenges will only get greater as innovations arise, both in 

technology, such as the increasing use of artificial intelligence in decision 

making, and in the financial marketplace itself, both in the emergence of 

new financial models in micro-finance and in the emergence of new 

technology-based systems such as distributed ledger (blockchain) 

technologies. 

3. Shared Meaning 

In the move towards more coherent use of data in financial reporting 

and decision making, one common theme has been the requirement for some 
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way to represent common, shared business meanings. The common reaction 

to this requirement has been to try to establish business dictionaries or 

glossaries, where terms (words) are standardized to always mean the same 

thing, so this can be used as a point of reference across different data 

resources (Knight, 2018). A similar approach from the technology side is the 

use of ‘data dictionaries’. 

Both of these approaches suffer from a common weakness. In data 

dictionaries, each data model has textual information giving a ‘definition’ 

against each data element (field names and the like). It does not take long 

for these definitions to start to sprout extra qualifications, of the form “in the 

case of (X YZ) instrument, this field represents (some specific thing).” Soon 

extra business rules are added, reflecting logical statements about what sort 

of thing should be in a given field under different circumstances. The reason 

for this is that in any good data model design, data elements do not map 

precisely to single meanings of things in the real world. If they did, they 

would not be a design; there would be no data normalization or re-use. 

Business dictionaries or glossaries have the same weakness but for a 

different reason. The way that humans use words is very contextual. I can 

use a word like ‘bank’ and you will know what I mean by whether I am 

talking about investment or fishing. The same words mean different things 

in different contexts. Even within finance itself there are subtle differences, 

for example the term ‘over the counter’ might refer to a derivative trade that 

is struck directly between parties, or it might refer to securities that are traded 

directly rather than through an exchange. A subtle difference but again any 

dictionary would need to add qualifying terms to state what concept is 

referred to by the words in different contexts. Meanwhile different parts of 

the industry and different functions within a firm may use different words to 

refer to the same concepts, for example ‘coupon’ or ‘interest’ on a debt 

instrument. 

With both data dictionaries and business dictionaries this is not a 

fault but a feature — neither human words nor data field names map directly 

to concepts. The push for ‘Why can’t we all agree on the same terms’ 

inevitably comes up against what Wittgenstein in his later work 

(Wittgenstein, 1953) calls ‘language games’. Words play games. 

People in the financial industry have long sought to solve the 

question of shared meaning for data elements, for example under the 
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guidance of the Enterprise Data Management Council (EDM Council, n.d.). 

It was during one such meeting in which people were trying to agree on 

common terms for ‘Critical Data Elements’ in securities clearing and 

settlement, that someone thought to ask the question: “While we are 

disagreeing on what words to use, do we at least agree about what the 

concepts are?” The answer was yes — everyone agreed what the real world 

meanings, the concepts, were. 

From this realization, the idea for a common ontology for the 

financial industry was born. The Financial Industry Business Ontology 

(FIBO) (Bennett, 2010) was initially conceived as a source of common 

shared meaning for the industry, to provide a point of reference for data 

models, integration, reporting, and other requirements. This was 

subsequently standardized as a series of machine-readable ontologies for use 

with financial industry data in a range of applications. 

A formal ontology provides a simple account of the meanings of 

things. It does this by means of declarative statements of the form ‘there 

exists’ and qualifications such as ‘for all’. This falls under what is defined 

as first-order logic, and most published ontologies for use with data 

(including FIBO) use a sub-set or variation on FOL called Description Logic 

(DL). This is the sub-set of logic for which it is possible mathematically to 

prove that the assertions in the ontology are consistent and can be reasoned 

over in a finite period of time. 

An ontology simply sets out a logical definition of what kinds of 

things there are, and what features distinguish one thing from another. FIBO 

defines a range of financial instruments in these terms, along with kinds of 

business entities and the relationships between these. 

This way of saying things about something in the real world is 

necessarily limited but useful; in plain English terms, this first-order kind of 

ontology defines what there is, what kind of a thing something is, and what 

features or characteristics of a thing distinguish it from other things; that is, 

what are the necessary and sufficient characteristics for something to be 

considered to be the member of a particular set of things. This set-theoretic 

notion effectively defines a ‘concept’ (Odell, 2011). More specifically this 

is an ‘intentional’ definition of a concept. Some ontology languages also 

allow for extensional definitions where a set of things is defined by explicitly 
specifying all of its members. 
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4. Financial Ontology Examples 

Some uses of ontology rely on the technical deployment of these as 

part of a solution to a specific problem, for example to draw inferences from 

available data. Other uses, in data management, integration, and reporting as 

well as artificial intelligence, rely on the provision of common meaning, via 

formally defined concepts, to streamline the information supply chain for 

reporting, for example, clarifying the meaning of each item in a report. This 

aids in the accountability of data in financial regulatory reports and thereby 

the explainability of the information contained. 

This basic reflection of reality, as exemplified by FIBO, can be used 

to gain insights from data that would normally be sitting in different data 

silos under different schematic structures. For example, one set of data might 

contain information about a series of derivatives transactions, while another 

data source would carry information about the ownership and control 

relations between corporations or other business entities. 

The underlying abstract model for many ontologies, the Resource 

Description Framework (RDF) (World Wide Web Consortium, 2014) 

coupled with the Web Ontology Language (OWL) (World Wide Web 

Consortium, 2012) provides a common syntax, so that terms from different 

data sources are framed using the same underlying technology language. In 

the case of RDF, this is the language of ‘triples’ (relations of the form 

subject-predicate-object). A collection of triples is a graph in which each 

triple is an edge in the graph. 

The OWL language sits on top of RDF, and if the terms from 

different data sources in RDF are defined with reference to a single OWL 

ontology or a single mutually coherent set of ontologies, then data 

comparisons, formal inferences and semantic queries can be made against 

that data. FIBO provides one such set of mutually consistent ontologies, 

covering financial instruments, business entities and entity ownership and 

control relationships. 

This kind of graph-based representation of data, coupled with a 

common schema in the form of an ontology, 1s known as a ‘knowledge 

graph’. A precise definition of the term ‘Knowledge Graph’ is a matter of 

ongoing discussion in the industry, see for example Ontology Summit 

(2020). For a workable definition see Yu (2020). 
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The potential for this basic knowledge graph framework is that if 

existing data across instrument transactions or holdings and business entity 

ownership and control hierarchies can be ingested from their existing data 

habitat and reframed as RDF data under a suitable ontology, we can ask new 

questions such as, “what is this bank’s exposure to that other bank, based on 

the trading positions it has open with not only that bank but its subsidiaries, 

parents and affiliates”. 

4.1 Counterparty Exposures Proof of Concept 

A proof of concept to demonstrate this usage was initially carried out 

at Wells Fargo using FIBO with indicative dummy data (Newman & 

Bennett, 2012). This was later repeated at another major US bank, State 

Street, with real data on interest rate swap transactions (David, 2016). 

In this proof of concept a set of data about swaps transactions in a 

standard XML messaging format called FpML (International Swaps and 

Derivatives Association, n.d.) was fed into the triple data store and each data 

element was linked to the corresponding term in FIBO to define its meaning. 

A further set of data, available from U.S. Securities and Exchange 

Commission (SEC) filings and company registry information, was fed in to 

define the various ownership and control relations across the institutions that 

were the counterparty to each swap transaction in the swaps transactions 

data. 

The business motivation for this work was what happened in the 

Global Financial Crisis: what would happen to the positions at this bank, if 

a certain other bank were to fall into bankruptcy? Given that each of these 

institutions has quite complex ownership and control hierarchies, this was 

not simply a matter of what trades this bank has with that other bank, but 

what trades it has with its parents and subsidiaries and what the knock-on 

effect would be on just one of those entities going down, on the complex 

network of relationships and positions it 1s tied to. 

The resulting knowledge graph was queried using semantic queries, 

to return data about the monetary amount of each instrument position, the 

relative capitalization of each institution and the relationships between the 

relevant institutions. These results, in the form of data, were fed into a 

visualization program to provide a graph in which the relative trade positions 

were reflected by the thicknesses of lines between the entities, the 
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capitalization was shown as the size of a circle representing each entity, and 

ownership and control relationships were additionally represented as lines 

between entities in different formats. 

This proof of concept shows what can be done with ontology, not 

acting on its own but as something from which to feed graphical 

visualization techniques. A similar framework could also be used to feed 

mathematical models or other programmatic solutions. This is not ontology 

working alone but as a means to integrate data across a range of data sources 

and carry out operations across that data. 

This also shows the use of a particular kind of ontology. In this case 

the ontology reflects the common meanings of instruments, transactions and 

business entities, but does so in a way that is directly applicable to data itself. 

4.2 Bank of England Proof of Concept 

At the Bank of England a pilot project was undertaken to show what 

could be done with ontology in the reporting chain (Bholat, 2016). 

In the existing state of affairs the bank sends out a number of forms 

to those banks that fall under its jurisdiction. Each box in each form asks for 

a response, for example to give the amount of debt held by the reporting 

institution in US Dollars with 3 to 5 years residual maturity. The reporting 

bank looks to its various internal systems to find the answer to that question 

and puts it in the form. 

Two issues were apparent in this approach. One was that of finding 

the right information in the right system, an inefficient and potentially time- 

consuming process. The other was that having received these forms from all 

these banks, the Bank was not fully confident that each reporting entity had 

assumed the same intended meaning for each entry in the form; they lacked 

confidence in the ability to compare like with like. 

The premise of the proof of concept was that it should be possible to 

save time and cost for the reporting entities and at the same time increase 

the central bank’s confidence in the reported information, if reports were 

made using granular, semantically-aligned data. 

A further potential benefit was flexibility for the central bank. If data 

could be reported in a granular way with clear semantics for each element, 

then they should not need to send out forms at all. Instead each box on the 
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report would be a semantic query against that granular data. This meant that 

if the bank wanted to introduce a new box on the form — for example if they 

wanted to isolate US Dollar debt holdings at different maturities (say, 

everything with up to 2 years residual maturity) then they did not need to 

redesign a form with this new box and send it around, they merely needed 

to write a new semantic query internally and apply this to the same data. 

The first step in this proof of concept was to select three forms at 

random, analyze each line entry, and define the meaning of the data in that 

box. For example, you may have wondered what the term ‘residual maturity’ 

means in the above examples. This is the length of time, on any given day, 

until the debt in question has been paid off. That is not the same as ‘original 

maturity’, which is the length of time to maturity (debt repayment) at the 

time the security was issued. These may both be given the label ‘maturity’ 

in different data models, where the context is obvious by the function of that 

particular model. The original maturity of a 5 year bond will always have 

been 5 years, while the residual maturity (or current maturity, or some other 

label) is the amount of time from today until it matures. A five-year bond 

issued four and a half years ago has a residual maturity of less than one year, 

and this determines what box it should be reported in for this example. 

The result of this phase of the proof of concept work was a formal 

ontology of the concepts that the bank had in mind when defining the 

information that they required in each box. Reporting against this ontology 

would enable the bank to recreate these forms locally using semantic 

queries. This would use a data querying language designed for this purpose, 

called SPARQL (pronounced ‘sparkle’). 

4.3 Regulatory Proof of Concept 

More complex reporting requirements call for more complex 

solutions, including the use of formal business rules. 

Regulation W is a US Federal Reserve regulation that establishes 

terms for transactions between banks and their affiliates (U.S. Electronic 

Code of Federal Regulations (2002). It was enacted by Congress as part of 

the Federal Reserve Act and applies to all federally-insured depository 

institutions. 

The Reg. W Proof of Concept initiative (Grosof et al, 2015) was 

formed by the Enterprise Data Management Council (EDM Council) and 
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included Wells Fargo Bank, Coherent Knowledge Systems, SRI 
International, and the Governance Risk and Compliance Technology Centre 
(GRCTC) of Ireland (Governance Risk and Compliance Technology Centre, 
n.d.), with participation from other members of the EDM Council. This 

combination of participants was selected in order to have access to a range 

of rules-based technology solutions alongside the basic semantics expertise 

for the use of FIBO. 

Regulation W defines a set of limitations against an illicit market 

practice called ‘front-running’. Front running is the practice of buying or 

selling a security with advance knowledge of pending transactions that could 

influence the price, in such a way as to capitalize on that knowledge. To 

explain or account for whether a given trade does or does not count as a 

front-running trade, banks that could potentially carry out such trades are 

required to report all potentially applicable trades under a Regulation W 

reporting requirement. 

In addition to the requirement to account for transactions as not 

falling foul of the Reg. W requirement, affected banks have an obvious need 

for internal decision support to determine, ahead of carrying out some 

potential trade, that it would not fall foul of the Reg. W requirements. This 

is an explanation requirement. 

Core concepts used in this regulatory requirement include ‘bank 

affiliate’, ‘covered transaction’ (a potential transaction covered by the 

regulation), ‘collateral requirements’ and the notion of ‘low quality assets’. 

Each of these terms needed to be defined and those definitions acted upon 

in decision making and explanations. These concepts are used to define 

limits to potential investments by the firm itself. The regulation stipulates 

that covered transactions with an affiliate cannot exceed 10 percent of a 

bank's capital stock and surplus, and transactions with all affiliates combined 

cannot exceed 20 percent of the bank's capital stock and surplus. 

The term ‘affiliate’ here presented some definitional challenges, 

since it is both broader and narrower than the normally understood concept 

of ‘affiliate’ as being some entity that is either a parent or subsidiary of a 

given entity. It is broader because Reg. W ‘Affiliate’ includes firms to which 

the bank gives certain kinds of investment advice, and narrower since it 

refers not to the affiliates of all kinds of entity, but only to those that are 

affiliates, in this broader sense, to a bank. This means that the ontology 
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needed to define the Reg. W concept of ‘affiliate’ as a sub-set of the union 

of affiliation and investment advisement in relation to the bank for whom 

the calculations are being carried out. 

This is a good (if niche) example of why words alone cannot be used 

as the basis for meaning. It also illustrates how the meanings of words as 

defined in specific legislation texts are not necessarily suitable as a source 

of meaning for those words more generally. What a word means in the 

context of a given regulation may or may not also be what it means in some 

different context or some broader set of contexts. This is the reason that 

institutions need to navigate the realm of meaning by means of concepts and 

not by words. 

The kind of trade that would fall foul of the Reg. W anti-front- 

running regulation thus required some fairly complex logic to describe it. 

The use of a formal ontology such as FIBO provides part of the solution to 

this reporting, in terms of common shared meanings, but there need to be 

more complex, or higher-order, logical operations on the data in order to 

determine and explain whether or not each trade comes under the Reg. W 

limitations. 

The aim this proof of concept was to unambiguously understand and 

automatically comply with regulatory rules. The project used the FIBO in 

combination with advanced semantic rules defined in the rules languages 

Rulelog (Grosof, 2013) and Flora-2 (Yang ef al. 2003), to automatically 

keep a bank in compliance as transactions were being processed. The 

intended result was to address the question “Am I in compliance?’ This had 

the associated explanatory requirement ‘Why / why not?’ 

FIBO and Rulelog/Flora-2 were used to make Reg.-W requirements 

explicit and applied to sample transaction data to automate compliance 

assessment. Detailed explanations were provided so that humans could 

understand the reasoning and facts that led to the conclusions. GRCTC 

provided expertise in controlled natural language for rule authoring via 

OMG's Semantics of Business Vocabulary and Business Rules language 

(SBVR) standard (Object Management Group, 2019) using the SBVR form 

of structured English. Coherent Technology and SRI technology provided 

automated reasoning capabilities using the Episto and Sunflower languages, 

with detailed explanations in English. SRI's technology provided automatic 

import of knowledge graph data in OWL, into the Flora-2 engine. 
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The rules engines defined a number of types of transaction that are 

defined as ‘covered transactions under the regulation, and a number of 

exemptions that were applicable. The proof of concept demonstrated that 

using these facilities a bank was able to enter into a transaction with a 

Counterparty, check if the counterparty is an affiliate, check if the 

transaction type is covered by regulation W and verify if the amount and 

total amount are permitted. 

The structured English in SBVR was used to capture the business 

domain, specifically terms referring to business concepts, relationships 

between concepts and definitional constraints on these relationships. The 

‘Rules’ part of the standard was used to capture the business behavioral 

constraints, obligations, prohibitions and so on. This formed a kind of bridge 

between the concept language of FIBO for the basic instrument concepts and 

the technology-based rules languages mentioned earlier. 

The methodology developed by GRCTC delivered a system that 

could follow reference chains and produce self-contained sentences; define 

terms iteratively until all confusions were clarified; identify, describe and 

constrain links/relationships between terms, and capture regulatory 

requirements using the interlinked vocabulary elements from these other 

steps. 

This proof of concept demonstrated the ability to deliver improved 

confidence in the correctness of compliance checks both for banks and for 

regulators. This was largely because understandable explanations were 

provided. This can reduce cost and risk due to the ability of this approach to 

adapt more easily and quickly to changes in regulations, since these are now 

framed using a common financial language, aligned with industry standards. 

4.4 Explanations in Accounting: Tax Filing Example 

Another particularly striking example of explainability makes use of 

knowledge graphs in an innovative way. This is the system developed by 

Intuit (Yu, 2020), the software vendor behind QuickBooks and other 

accounting applications for small businesses and consumers. In this patented 

innovation, users are able to file tax returns and interrogate each line entry 

to determine how that figure was derived. 

This product uses a knowledge-graph (KG) based solution to 

determine the values to be placed in each line entry in a tax return. The basic 
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KG structure is enhanced by the addition of arithmetic functions such as 

‘add’ or ‘subtract’, these functions being included in the graph structure. 

Explanations for a given line entry are then provided to the user by 

means of traversing the graph to identify each of the inputs and functions 

used. These can be traversed iteratively so that the input to one function is 

traced to the output of an earlier function. So, for example, if a tax 

withholding entry is based on the following rule: 

20. If Line 19 is more than line 16, subtract line 16 from line 19. 

This is the amount you overpaid. 

Then the user can interrogate the line entry for line 20 and see the 

amounts for lines 16 and 19. They can also traverse the graph by 

interrogating the line entry for line 19 and determine the line items that went 

into this and the fact that (in this example) these were added. And so on. 

4.5 Ontology in Understanding Data 

The range and complexity of requirements for financial institutions 

to be able to provide accountability and explanations leads to a set of 

complex data management requirements. One use of ontologies is in 

assisting the data management function within such firms to have a better 

understanding of their own data; better explanations internally of the data 

that they hold and the conclusions that are derived from this data. 

These internal explanations make use of something called a 

‘semantic data catalog’ (Newman, 2020). This enables the user, in this case, 

someone in the data management function within the bank, to pose questions 

such as “What types of customers are in the Customer table?” or “Where can 

we find organizational names in this database?” 

The knowledge graph provides ‘chains of meaning’ relating to the 

real-world subject matter, such as ‘Customer has identity some Person’, 

‘Person has name some Personal Name’ and ‘Personal Name has First Name 

some string’. These chains of connections make up the ontology and this can 

be applied to the data held in various databases and mapped to these 

meanings to provide answers to the questions posed by the data owners. 

Similarly the data administrator can ask questions about what 

information is held in a given data resource, for example “What information 
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is held in the Marketing Database Customer table?” or “Where would I find 
personal contact information in the Marketing database?” The Semantic 
Data Catalog is organized in such a way that the user can ask a number of 
broad based questions about the data. 

The ability to address such questions of the data relies on semantic 

search capabilities, that is, the ability to frame questions in a semantic query 

form. While this is not explanation, being able to return data based on the 

semantics of a question is a prerequisite to accessing the right data for 

accountability or explainability further down the line. Turning user 

requirements for explanations into formal semantic searches will itself make 

use of anumber of techniques. These include predicting concepts from string 

values or predicting a vector of concept plus predicate. Predicting string 

values may use lexical predictions, where mistyped text is replaced with text 

corresponding to the entries in the knowledge base, using metrics such as 

the Levenshtein Distance (Levenshtein, 1966); or it may use a concept 

vector approach, for example replacing the search text ‘vanilla interest rate 

swap’ with the synonymous term in the ontology, ‘fixed float interest rate 

swap’. Semantic search using concept and predicate combinations would use 

a standard semantic querying language directly, for example to return the 

concept of ‘agreement’ for a search on ‘contract is a type of?’. 

This ability to link an ontology to internal data structures also 

provides the user with metrics on data quality, for example ensuring that 

stored data conforms to specific patterns for identifiers and the like, or that 

information on something like a person or a corporation contains all the 

relevant information as expected for that category of thing, as defined in the 

ontology. This makes use of another Semantic Web standard called SHACL 

(World Wide Web Consortium, 2017), which allows the user to define 

allowable patterns within the data in a knowledge graph. 

Given data that may or may not conform to the pattern set out in this 

pattern (shapes) language, a validation report is produced which flag 

whether or not the information held in that data source conforms with the 

requirements for such data — for example that data about a human shall have 

only one date of birth, a given set of identifiers and so on. Where the report 

indicates that the data is not conformant to the required pattern an 

explanation is also generated, showing where the data diverges from the 

stated requirements. 
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This ability to validate available data can potentially be applied not 

only to the management of data, but in managing the requirements for 

explanations to bank customers, regulators, compliance officers and other 

end users. For example, a report on some business activity or proposed 

action, such as investment or lending decisions, may flag up an indication of 

whether the proposed activity would be conformant to a particular internal 

rule or external regulation. Simply putting up a flag to say conformance is 

‘true’ or ‘false’ is not enough; there also needs to be some explanation for 

this result. These explanations can be derived from the semantic 

representations of the data in the ontology, as seen in the earlier example for 

front-running. In practice the various techniques of formal ontology, 

business rules, semantic queries and semantic ‘shapes’ can be used in 

combination to provide explanations to end users, data managers and other 

stakeholders. 

5. Explanations and Logic 

When considering the application of rules engines to business 

compliance and explanations, it is important to define what a business rule 

really is. It is easy to define technology-based rules engines and apply these 

to data in some technical ecosystem. It is also easy to claim these are 

‘business rules’. However, in order for a rule to be a business rule, we should 

consider the nature of rules: a rule is some piece of logic, applied to 

something. The logic might be ‘if this, then that’ or it might be simply ‘don’t 

do that’. But what is the ‘something’ to which the rule is applied? If rules 

are applied to raw data — that is if the predicates of the rules are data in some 

system, then there is no guarantee that the rules represent business 

relationships among business concepts. For this to be the case, the predicates 

to which the rules are applied must themselves reflect real-world items — that 

is, concepts in an ontology. The predication of rules determines what kinds 

of rules they are — application-specific or business rules. Regulatory 

compliance, accountability and explainability, when they use rules, must use 

rules that are predicated on some ontology in order to have genuine 

explanatory power. 

The example from Intuit goes beyond the normal usage of a ‘first- 

order’ ontology that simply defines what things there are and extends the 

knowledge graph paradigm, to connect mathematical and logical operations 

— similar to what we have seen with business rules and semantic shapes, but 
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based in mathematical and arithmetic formalisms (addition, subtraction and 
So on). Because these features are all aligned with a formal description of 
‘real world’ items (the ontology, assuming a quality ontology that does 
capture core senses of reality), any good graphical or textual representation 
of these relationships can be understood by any stakeholder. That is, anyone 

can derive explanations from a combination of first-order assertions about 

things in the world, formal rules that operate on those assertions, and 

mathematical operations on assertions that are of a numerical nature. This is 

the language of explanation: to the extent that end users can identify what 

they are seeing with the reality of their world, they should be able to 

interrogate semantically-enabled data to arrive at their own understanding 

for the reasons behind data results, decisions and other assertions that are 

based on that data. 

6. Explaining Ontologies 

The range and nature of accountability and _ explainability 

requirements in finance is indicative of the challenges and opportunities in 

any data-intensive industry. Formal ontologies of the business concepts are 

a key component to tying the data to reality and thereby to making data- 

driven decisions and ‘what-if’ analyses of proposed actions explainable and 

furnishing coherent explanations of a financial institution’s activities to 

regulatory authorities. 

For this kind of connection to underlying reality to work however, it 

is important that the ontologies used truly represent the concepts in the 

business domain. This cannot be approached as ‘yet another data modeling’ 

exercise; arguably it should not be approached from within the IT discipline 

at all. Ontologies need to reflect specialist subject matter. This means that 

any such ontology needs to be presented to subject matter experts in the 

relevant business domain, for them to validate and ideally to formally sign 

off. That means that the content of the ontologies needs to be explained in 

human-facing ways, whether through tabular views or diagrams. Ontologies 

are simple declarations of ‘What kind of thing is this?’ and ‘What 

distinguishes it from other things?’ — the necessary and _ sufficient 

characteristics for something in the world to belong to a given set of things, 

even if details of some relationships are harder to formalize. This can be 

explained relatively simply using set-theoretic notions: set membership, 

logical unions and intersections and so on. 
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These basic notions can be presented in a number of possible visual 

formats — typically simple boxes (or blobs) and lines showing the classes 

(things) and the relationships between them. 

Some more complex logic features used to define the necessary and 

sufficient conditions are harder to explain. Instead, the ontologist needs to 

frame specific questions with reference to the classes, for example ‘Is it 

always the case that one of these has to have this relationship to one of 

those?’ or ‘Must there necessarily be this property or relationship in order 

for something to be one of those?’ 

Unfortunately many of the available tools tend to produce more 

technology-oriented visualizations, for example auto-generated pictures of 

‘bouncy balls’, none of which remain where you left them last time the 

diagram was generated. This makes it hard to get SME confidence in the 

basic structure of the model. Some specialist tools do exist that provide a 

persistent view of the subject matter. 

The alternative, which is much to be avoided, is to play into the 

assumption among many domain experts, that somehow words can be used 

to solve the problems of meaning. Vocabularies can be generated from an 

ontology, giving the various words that may be used to reflect a given 

concept in different contexts. Doing it the other way around — trying to use 

words as a Starting point to represent concepts to the domain experts, is not 

a good idea. Words play games, and sets of unconnected definitions will give 

rise to fuzzy, overlapping and incomplete sets of things in the subject matter 

representation. 

The matter of explaining ontologies themselves is currently very 

immature. Few tools exist, and many ontologies are developed to address 

specific data-focused application problems (drawing data inferences from 

existing data, answering specific questions and so on) but are often touted 

as though they contain some coherent account of meaning. Until these 

problems are better understood, it is unlikely that we will see the kinds of 

tools that are needed to ensure that ontologies are adequately explained to 

business stakeholders, and therefore adequately reflect the business reality 

that is needed to understand and draw explanations from the wealth of data 

in large institutions such as in finance. 
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7. Conclusions 

In the world of finance there is much that would benefit from 

explanation. Formal approaches to explainability are not well established in 
the industry, but from one perspective the entire financial system can be 

envisioned as the ebb and flow of data; the raw material of explanations. 

Some of the requirements for explanations are fairly simple: the reasons for 

advancing or withholding credit from consumers, for example. Here the 

industry is moving towards better ways to partner with customers on their 

life journeys or business trajectories, treating explanations as something to 

which customers should be entitled. Other explanation requirements are 

more complex, dealing with the economy, macro-economics, issues of 

money supply and so on, along with the risk factors that accompany each of 

these. 

Meanwhile the 2008 Global Financial Crisis reinforced an 

understanding that certain aspects of the global financial system form a 

complex adaptive (or maladaptive?) system, of the kind from which the 

phenomenon of ‘emergence’ gives rise to events and structures that cannot 

easily be anticipated in advance. Sometimes the best we can do within the 

parameters of complex systems theory is to explain why we cannot explain 

something. 

In the meantime the massive flows of data in the industry admit of a 

couple of different purposes — as material for explanations and as something 

to react to. They provide the source material for accountability, a pre- 

requisite for explainability. Information reported to regulators can be used 

to understand and analyze the details that went into why someone or 

something made a particular decision. Similar data is analyzed by the 

statistics functions of central banks and used to inform those holding the 

economic levers of power when and whether to raise or lower interest rates, 

adjust the money supply and so on. Separately these data flows provide for 

understanding emergent risks in a system that can never be fully understood, 

much less explained, but that can be reacted to, given sufficient information. 

A common theme in all of these uses of shared data is the need for 

formal business semantics. In any industry where information technology is 

extensively used — and many of the issues explored here can be as easily 

applied in healthcare and elsewhere — the information technology 

ecosystems used are somewhere in a transition between an older world in 
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which each application had its own data formats and structures, feeding 

screens or tapes or other things read by humans and not needing to be 

consumed by different machines, and a future world in which every machine 

speaks the same language. At this point we have common syntactical 

formats for exchanging data but not much in the way of common 

understanding or language. 

Confucius was asked what he would do if he was a governor. He said 

he would "rectify the names" to make words correspond to reality. We now 

find ourselves in a world where there is more data than there are words to 

go around, so we need to apply more sophistication to questions of meaning, 

something that is not an IT function at all but requires deeper business 

engagement. Even where ‘semantics’ is already being used as a term, it is 

often in relation to self-contained applications for drawing inferences over 

limited amounts of data; semantic technology stovepipes replacing rigid 

database stovepipes, but contributing little to the kind of common language 

that will be needed to furnish detailed formal explanations of the sort 

explored in this edition, at every level from consumer protection, through to 

micro- and macro-economic regulatory oversight and systemic risk 

mitigation. 
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Decision Rationales as Models for Explanations 
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Abstract 

A decision rationale describes the reasons for a decision in an engineering or 

software development process, so it is a kind of explanation. Conversely, 

explanations are commonly used for decisions that have been made. In this 

article we develop a reference ontology for decision rationales, which captures 

the common features of explanations for decisions in a domain-independent 

manner. The intention is to tie together the many techniques for explainability 

in different domains so that the techniques can be shared and possibly even 

interoperate with one another. 

Introduction 

A DECISION RATIONALE IS AN ARTIFACT that describes the reasons for a 

decision. In practice organizations commonly do not record the knowledge 

generated during a decision making process. As a result, it can be an 

expensive and painful process to revisit a past decision when it becomes 

apparent that the decision is no longer appropriate (Spacey 2016). This 

problem has been recognized for software development processes, and there 

are now a number of software tools that assist developers in capturing and 

managing decision rationales (See: the Section Decision Rationale 

Reference Ontology) 

It should be apparent that decision rationales are a form of 

explanation; namely, the answer to why a decision was made. Explanations 

have recently become an important issue. As stated in the Communiqué of 

the Ontology Summit (2019), with the increasing amount of software 

devoted to industrial automation and process control, it is becoming more 

important than ever for systems to be able to explain their behavior. In some 

domains, such as financial services, explainability is mandated by law. In 

spite of this, explanation today is largely handled in an unsystematic manner, 

if it is handled at all.” 

While not all explanations are in response to a decision, such 

explanations are a significant share of all explanations. Accordingly, a 

framework for decision rationales would contribute to a common framework 
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for explanations in general. In this article we develop a reference ontology 

for decision rationales. A reference ontology is an intermediate ontology that 

is more specific than foundational ontologies (also known as “upper 

ontologies”) but more general than domain ontologies. A reference ontology 

deals with a specific issue but is otherwise domain-independent. The 

advantage of a reference ontology is that it can link together techniques from 

different domains for purposes such as data integration, software reuse and 

interoperability. In particular research and tools for decision rationales for 

engineering processes could be used for making other systems more 

explainable. 

The reference ontology that we develop originated from the work of 

Sriram (2002) as well as (Duggar and Baclawski, 2007). The requirements 

for this ontology were taken from wide range of sources, especially from the 

Ontology Summit 2019 Baclawski et a/ (2019), and the fields of Explainable 

Artificial Intelligence Srihari (2020), commonsense knowledge and 

reasoning Berg-Cross (2020), medical explanations Baker, Al Manir, 

Brenas, Zinszer, and Shaban-Nejad (2020), and financial explanations 

(Bennett 2020). 

To illustrate a decision making process, we will use a running 

example of a specific decision making process for dealing with a problem in 

industry known as No-Trouble-Found (NTF) or No-Faults-Found 

(Accenture Communications 2016). The NTF problem is that components 

used in application areas, such as automobiles, electric utilities, and 

manufacturing, have mechanisms for indicating component failure. The 

failure is typically advertised with an alarm. When an alarm is raised, the 

component may be replaced at little or no cost under the terms of a warranty 

or service contract. The component that raised the alarm is returned to the 

supplier and tested in their laboratory. Remarkably, as much as 25% to 70% 

of the time, the returned component operates correctly when tested. To deal 

with the problem, the manufacturer will need to test the returned components 

to determine whether they function correctly. This will generally involve a 

series of tests that are used to make the decision about whether a component 

is actually faulty as shown in Figure 1. The figure shows a three-step 

decision making loop, but an actual decision making process for NTF could 

have many more steps. While the running example we are using is relatively 
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specific, it is similar to many other decision making processes in which there 
are three alternatives: accept, reject or get more information. 

sults == ‘fault’ 

results == ‘no fault’ 

Figure 1: Sequential Hypothesis Flowchart for Electronic Systems and 

Components Evaluated as “Suspect NTFs” from Baclawski ef a/ (2018) 

In the Background Section we give some background for decision 

rationales and compare them with explanations. We then give some of the 

reasons why it is useful to document decision rationales in the Purpose of 

Documenting Decision Rationales Section. Generally one must capture 

decision rationales immediately or not at all. Consequently, decision 

rationale management must be an integral part of the software development 

process. Similarly, explainability should drive the software engineering 

process from the earliest stages of planning, analysis and design (Clancey 

2019). In the Decision Rationale Development Process Section we discuss 

the process whereby decision rationales are developed. The reference 

ontology decision rationales is presented in the Decision Rationale 

Reference Ontology Section. We end with a _ conclusion and 

acknowledgments. 

Background 

In this section we give some background on decision rationales and 

compare them with the more general concept of an explanation. The 
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Ontology Summit 2019 covered the notion of explanation so it is worthwhile 

to review the definition of this concept given there: 

An explanation is the answer to the question “Why?” possibly also 

including answers to follow-up questions such as “Where do I go 

from here?” Accordingly, explanations generally occur within the 

context of a process, which could be a dialog between a person and 

a system or could be an agent-to-agent communication process 

between two systems. Explanations also occur in social interactions 

when clarifying a point, expounding a view, or interpreting behavior. 

In all such circumstances in common parlance one is giving/offering 

an explanation (Ontology Summit 2019). 

While explanation has a long philosophical history dating back at 

least to 5000 BCE, formal treatments of rationales are relatively recent. 

Perhaps the earliest such treatment was the school of philosophy known as 

scholasticism that dominated teaching in European universities from 

roughly 1100 to 1700. It focused on how to acquire knowledge and how to 

communicate effectively so that it may be acquired by others. It was thought 

that the best way to achieve this was by replicating the discovery process 

and by arguing for and against alternatives (O'Boyle 1998). While 

scholasticism arose in the context of religious instruction, it soon spread to 

other disciplines. 

Another example of scholarly work on decision rationales is in the 

legal domain. From ancient times the rationales for legal decisions have been 

recorded and used in subsequent decisions. This is the basis for what is now 

referred to as “common law.” There is a substantial scholarly literature on 

decision rationales in the legal domain. This should not be too surprising 

since argumentation is so fundamental to legal decisions, and since it is still 

a requirement that not only the decision itself but also the rationale for the 

decision should be documented. 

In spite of rationales being common in the legal domain, they are 

relatively uncommon in law codes, and even when laws have explicitly 

stated rationales, their standing 1s ambiguous. The Constitution of the United 

States has a published rationale in the form of a series of articles called the 

Federalist Papers (Hamilton, Madison, and Jay, 1787). However, the 

Constitution itself does not explicitly include a rationale, so whether the 
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Federalist Papers could be used by courts for deciding cases is controversial. 
There is only one amendment, namely the Second Amendment, that 

explicitly includes a rationale, albeit a very brief one. The interpretation of 

this rationale and of the amendment as a whole has been _ highly 

controversial. Prior to the year 2008 the rationale was taken to be a limitation 

on the amendment, essentially giving the states the power to organize 

militias and allowing individuals to bear arms for this purpose. Up to that 

time states and the federal government had the authority to regulate 

ownership of arms for other purposes. However, in 2008, the United States 

Supreme Court reinterpreted the Second Amendment by ignoring the 

rationale (Brennan Center 2018; Greenhouse 1998). From the second 

citation: “Many are startled to learn that the U.S. Supreme Court didn't rule 

that the Second Amendment guarantees an individual's right to own a gun 

until 2008, when District of Columbia v. Heller struck down the capital's 

law effectively banning handguns in the home. In fact every other time the 

court had ruled previously, it had ruled otherwise.” This is good case study 

to show that including or not including a rationale can result in dramatically 

different interpretations of a law. 

Purpose of Documenting Decision Rationales 

We now give some of the reasons why decision rationales should be 

documented and reviewed. Put more succinctly (if somewhat inaccurately), 

we give a rationale for rationales. 

An important part of every decision rationale for software 

development is the list of the alternatives that were considered. 

Documenting these options can be useful in themselves. According to 

Sullivan (1999), “...part of the value of typical software product, process or 

project is in the form of embedded options. These real options provide 

design decision-makers with valuable flexibility to change products and 

plans as uncertainties are resolved over time.” 

Possibly the most dramatic example of this was a decision for the 

Ariane V rocket software that was not reconsidered for the Ariane V rocket. 

The result was that the rocket crashed on its first launch (Gleick 1996). 

It might be worth examining in some more detail what the design 

decision was that resulted in the Ariane V crash. The Ariane V rocket reused 

vehicle guidance software from the Ariane IV. These different rockets used 
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different processors and the reuse of the Ariane IV software code failed to 

operate as expected in the Ariane V. The failure occurred in the inertial 

reference system, or the Systéme de Référence Inertielle (SRI). The failure 

was due to a software exception during execution of a data conversion from 

a 64-bit floating point in a variable for Horizontal Bias (BH) to a 16-bit 

signed integer value. The floating point number which was converted had a 

value greater than what could be represented by a 16-bit signed integer. The 

use of a 16-bit signed integer in the Ariane IV was a design decision that 

was made during the development of the SRI. This design decision was 

documented and even rigorously proven to be correct for the Ariane IV. 

Unfortunately, the specifications for the Ariane IV that were used in this 

proof are not satisfied by the Ariane V. From the Inquiry Report, “The 

reason for the three remaining variables, including the one denoting 

horizontal bias, being unprotected was that further reasoning indicated that 

they were either physically limited or that there was a large margin of safety, 

a reasoning which in the case of the variable BH turned out to be faulty. It 

is important to note that the decision to protect certain variables but not 

others was taken jointly by project partners at several contractual levels.” 

However, the reasoning (1.e., the proof) was not included in the source code 

so it was not reviewed when the software was reused for the Ariane V. This 

is an example to show that a formal proof of correctness of software is 

useless if it is not reconsidered when circumstances change. It also shows 

the risks associated with software reuse (Lions 1996). 

If, as it is hoped, systems begin to be more explainable, the 

experiences with rationale management could be useful lessons. As the 

Ariane V disaster illustrates, one such lesson is the issue of decision 

rationale reusability. The purpose of reusability is to save time and resources 

and reduce redundancy by taking advantage of assets that have already been 

created in some form within the software product development process 

(Lombard Hill Group 2014). Unfortunately, software reuse has not been 

very successful in general (Schmidt 1999), 

The Decision Rationale Development Process 

The process model for decision rationale development is a basic 

decision making loop, but it extends it by specifying a data model for the 

resulting rationale. A use case diagram showing two of the actors and 

activities during formal documentation and use of decision analysis is shown 
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in Figure 2, taken from (Duggar and Baclawski, 2007). The two roles/actors 
in this figure are the developer of the decision analysis documentation and 
the user of the decision analysis. The user is the agent who is seeking an 
explanation of the decision. The developer can perform a number of actions 
on the repository of decision rationales, such as create, modify, and 
reuse/repurpose. Other use cases that are not shown are concerned with 
activities such as reconsidering decisions and inference/reasoning. 

Rationale Development 

Create Rationale 

Modifying Rationale 

Rationale Develope x 

Reuse Rationale 

: | Find related Rationale 

Rationale User 

Figure 2: Use Case Diagram for Decision 

The process model for decision rationale development is usually a 

sub-process of a larger development process. When an issue has been 

encountered for which a decision is required, a decision making process is 

performed. Determining and identifying the issue to be resolved may itself 

be a decision that requires its own decision making process. An example of 

a process for developing the decision rationale is shown in Figure 3. The 

process involves a number of steps and iterations as follows: 

1. Enumerate all the assumptions that are relevant and can be inferred 

based on the context or situation. 

2. Exhaustive list of all the alternatives that can be chosen for a 
particular decision have to be documented. 

3. Similarly, a list of criteria based on which any alternative would be 
chosen for an issue/problem is documented. 
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4. Both step | and step 2 are done iteratively till a satisfied list of both 

alternatives and criteria are available. 

5. Relevant arguments for each alternative based on the list of criteria 

are obtained. 
6. Based on the arguments put forward a decision is recommended. 

The whole process from steps | to 6 could then be iterated till a 

satisfactory decision is obtained. 

This decision rationale development loop is a special case of the 

general decision making loop developed in (Baclawski et a/, 2017). The 

ontology for the decision making loop is available online at (Baclawski 

2016). 

Enumerate all assumptions 

vy 
List all alternatives 

Arguments Made 

Decision Recommended 

Figure 3: Example of a Decision Rationale Development Loop 

For the running example of the NTF decision making process, each 

step in the process can have three possible outcomes. The component may 

be found to be actually faulty, the component may be found to be functioning 

normally, or the component test was unable to establish the condition of the 

component with sufficient confidence. When the last of these occurs, 

another test is performed. The rationale for each step in this process has three 

alternatives. The criterion for each alternative is commonly a range of values 

for a measurement. The argument for the decision of one step could be as 

simple as checking whether the measurement is within the range for the 

corresponding alternative or it could be a more complex statistical or 
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machine learning classification involving both the current measurement and 
previous measurements. 

Some software tools are available for rationale development. 

Compendium (2020), designVUE (2020) and SEURAT Website (2020) are 
examples of open source projects that include support for capturing decision 
rationales. Rationale® (2020) is a commercial product. Gelder (2007) 

reviews this product. The primary purpose of these tools is to document 

design decisions during software development. The tools can also be used 
for documenting more general argumentation, such as in legal cases. These 

tools do not appear to make use of ontologies. 

Decision Rationale Reference Ontology 

We now formalize the notion of a decision rationale as a reference 

ontology. The basis for our ontology is the Design Recommendation and 

Intent Model (DRIM) that was developed for engineering design decisions 

but is not limited to that domain (Sriram 2002). The DRIM is shown in 

Figure 4, using the Object Modeling Technique. We also used some ideas 

from our own decision rationale ontology in Duggar and Baclawski (2007) 

which was intended for software engineering using the Eclipse Process 

Framework. 

A number of other reference ontologies were important inputs to our 

ontology, including reference ontologies for situation awareness, 

provenance and decision making. Situation awareness means simply that 

one knows what is going on around oneself. In operational terms, this means 

that one knows the information that is relevant to a task or goal. The notion 

of decision rationale fits well with situation awareness, since a decision 

rationale is the awareness of the information relevant to the making of a 

decision. Accordingly, we view a decision rationale as a situation. The 

ontology for situations and situation awareness was first developed in 

(Baclawski, Malczewski, Kokar, Letkowski, and Matheus, 2002). 
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---Negotiates-with 

: Presents Versions-of | | | Is-alternative-of 

? = 
Reacts-to | s—¥_| Consists-of 

Position: Supports 

Contradicts 

Changes 

; Is-referred-by |s-related-to 

Introduces/Modifies 
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applicability: 

Reacts-to 

Artifact 

Behavior 

Structure 

Intent 

Ranking 

Satisfaction 

Posttion: Fe one om 

Contradicts 

Refers-to 

Authority Prototype 

Figure 4: The Design Recommendation and Intent Model 

_The provenance of an entity represents its origin. This includes 

descriptions of the other entities and the activities involved in producing and 

influencing a given entity. All of the various objects involved in a decision 

rationale are entities for which provenance is important. For example, the 

decision rationale itself, the problem that is to be solved, the various 

proposals for solving a problem, and the various arguments in favor of or 

opposed to each proposal, should all be annotated with the person (or other 

agent) that created the entity, the time when the entity was created, and so 
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on. The PROV ontology was used for provenance information (PROV 
Ontology 2013). 

Given that a decision rationale is the recording of a decision making 

process, the process whereby the decision is made should be compatible with 

the structure of the decision rationale. The ontology for decision making that 

we use is the Knowledge Intensive Data System (KIDS) (Baclawski et al, 

2017). In the KIDS framework, the decision making process is a loop in 

which a situation evolves iteratively to achieve the final decision. In the 

process, subsidiary decisions will be made, each represented by its own 

situation. The decision rationale ontology is intended to be one kind of 

situation that the KIDS framework applies to. 

While the decision rationale ontology we present here is intended 

primarily for software development decision making, it is domain- 

independent and so has other potential application domains. It could be 

applied to more general engineering decision making; indeed, this was the 

original domain for the DRIM model from which the decision rationale 

ontology was derived. Another potential domain is legal decisions. While 

we are not aware of any ontologies specifically for legal decision rationales, 

the legal literature does have examples of work on representing both 

classifications and argumentation rules (Berman and Hafner, 1993; Loui and 

Norman, 1995). 

The decision rationale ontology was developed using Protégé 

(Protégé 2004; Musen 2015). It imports the PROV ontology so that 

provenance information can be maintained in a standard manner PROV 

(2013), and all of the decision rationale ontology classes are subclasses of 

the prov:Entity class, except for the Collaboration class which is a subclass 

of prov:Activity. The Rationale class is a _ subclass of the 

kids:DirectiveSituation class of the KIDS ontology Baclawski et al (2017) 

which, in turn, is a subclass of the sto:Situation class of the Situation Theory 

Ontology (Baclawski, Malezewski, Kokar, Letkowski, and Matheus, 2006). 

The Decision Rationale Ontology is available online (Baclawski 2020). 
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Figure 5: Class Hierarchy of the Decision Rationale Ontology 

Figure 5 shows the class hierarchy of the Decision Rationale 

Ontology. The notation in this figure uses a UML-like notation, but the 

classes in the hierarchy are not limited to classes in object-oriented software 

engineering. As noted earlier, all of the classes are subclasses of either 

prov:Entity or prov:Activity. As a result, all decision rationale artifacts will 

have all of the many features that the PROV ontology provides, including 

versioning and provenance information. We added an explanation attribute 

to the prov:Entity class so that all decision rationale artifacts have a uniform 

way to explain their role. Potentially, the explanation attribute could 

contribute to an explainability process as discussed below. The explanation 

attribute is specified to be a string, but other media could also be used such 

as diagrams or videos. 

The central class in the ontology is the Rationale class. This class 

reifies the notion of a decision rationale. In addition to being a subclass of 

prov:Entity, the Rationale class is a subclass of kids:DirectiveSituation 

which links the Rationale with the ontology of the decision making process 

that produces the decision rationale. During such a process, a decision may 

depend on other decisions, and this is represented by the dependsOn object 

property. In the running example of an NTF decision making process, each 

step of the process depends on the previous step. To understand how the 

Rationale class represents a decision rationale we need to examine the object 

properties shown in Figure 6. The Goal class represents the problem that the 

decision process is solving. For the NTF problem the goal is to determine 

whether or not a returned component is actually faulty. Various alternative 

Proposals are suggested, one of which is selected as the recommendation. A 

Proposal can have sub-proposals specified by the consistsOf object property. 
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In the NTF example, the three alternatives are the proposals. In this example, 

a proposal could have a more complex structure if a component test is more 
elaborate. Indeed, a component test could itself be a decision making 
process. The proposals need to satisfy various Criteria. The Criterion class 

serves to specify how important a particular requirement is, where an 

importance level of 1 means that the criterion is mandatory, while lower 

levels represent criteria that are desirable but not essential. The actual 

requirement is specified by the Intent class, which has subclasses Objective, 

Constraint, and Function that specify different kinds of requirements. An 

Objective is a characteristic that is to be optimized. A Constraint is a 

mandatory restriction such as a maximum allowed value. A Function 

requirement is a performance characteristic of activities or behavior of the 

solution to the problem. For the NTF example, the Intent could be a 

Constraint if the test is a simple measurement or the Intent could be a 

Function if the test is a more complex test of the behavior of the component. 

¥ ‘ ) cites 
SS emcee 

/’ ‘ange ie 

rd ~ ee, a 
{ \ * — \ ~ 
\cites \ reviews ~_ cites _——~ occurs within [alternative recommendation \needs ~ applies to 

~*~ Sy en ia ——— © x, 
a — q | © criterion Criterion | 

inn. © Context (©)Proposal y consists of ts © Goal 

i teatabeaeiiast wee aee Tl double importance iia 

Figure 6: Object Properties of the Decision Rationale Ontology 

Since the decision is a selection among alternatives, one needs some 

way to distinguish them. This is done by means of Reviews. Each Review 

gives an argument either in favor of a Proposal or against a Proposal. The 

subclasses SupportiveReview and OpposingReview distinguish these two 

cases. The explanation for the final decision that selects the recommendation 

is the Justification. Since a Justification is supportive of the recommended 

Proposal, Justification is a subclass SupportiveReview. Reviews can cite 
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other Reviews and Criteria in their explanation. A Review can also cite 

Context information. Context represents background information that may 

be relevant to the decision. There are two subclasses of Context. The 

Evidence subclass represents observations and experiments that are relevant 

to the decision process and believed to be facts. The Assumption subclass 

represents conjectural information that may or may not be the case but which 

is relevant to the decision process. Context information may include 

references to published research papers or books. 

Reviews can be the result of a collaborative process involving several 

individuals. Such a process could be cooperative or antagonistic. If the latter, 

then the collaboration is likely to represent a negotiation process. At first it 

appears that Collaboration is unconnected with any Reviews or individuals. 

In fact, there are connections, but they are represented using object 

properties of the PROV ontology, and so do not appear in Figure 6. 

The Decision Rationale Ontology is derived from the DRIM model 

shown in Figure 4. Most of the classes in the Decision Rationale Ontology 

have the same (or very close) meaning as the corresponding class in DRIM. 

The Context, Evidence, Assumption, Objective, Constraint, Function, Goal 

and Proposal are the same as in DRIM. For more about what these classes 

mean, see Chapter 8 of (Sriram 2002). The Review class hierarchy was 

derived from the Justification and Recommendation classes in DRIM. For 

example, Recommendation has been replaced by the recommendation object 

property, but the meaning is largely the same. The Decision Rationale 

Ontology reifies as classes some characteristics of DRIM that were not 

classes or were implicit. The negotiates-with relationship is reified as the 

Collaboration class, which allows the collaboration to be a subclass of 

prov:Activity. The relationships with Intent were reified so that they could 

have additional information. The Intent class itself differs only in that Goal 

is no longer a subclass. This was done to make it easier to integrate the 

ontology with decision making ontologies such as KIDS. The Designer class 

of DRIM is represented with the prov:Agent class. The versions-of and is- 

alternative-to object properties are represented with the 

prov:wasDerivedFrom, prov:alternateOf, and prov:specializationOf object 

properties of PROV, although the meanings are somewhat different. The 

Plan, Artifact and Physical Object classes of DRIM were not included 
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because they deal with the subsequent implementation of the decision, which 
IS Important but out of scope to the decision rationale. 

There are several steps in formulating any explanation about a 
system. As noted above, an explanation is the answer to the question 
“Why?” possibly also including answers to follow-up questions. The goal 
that is being achieved by the decision rationale should be explained 
sufficiently so that one can find the decision rationales that are relevant to 

the question by using search techniques. The explanations associated with 

each entity in a decision rationale may be used to answer questions about the 

decision rationale. The justification of a decision rationale explains why the 

decision proposal was selected (i.e., the answer to a question about why the 

recommended proposal was chosen). For the running example of the NTF 

decision making process, the explanation for why the component was either 

put back in the warehouse or thrown away is in the Justification of the final 

recommendation of the process. Other reviews explain why alternative 

proposals were not selected (7.e., the answer to a counter-factual question 

about why another proposal was not chosen). In the NTF example, one might 

ask why further testing was not performed. This would be especially 

important if the component was very expensive. The criteria that constrain 

the potential proposals explain why other possibilities were not considered 

(i.e., the answer to contrastive questions about why another decision was not 

considered). In the NTF example, one might ask why the customer who 

returned the component was not contacted to determine more information 

about why the component was thought to be faulty. The explanation is 

simply that the goal was only to determine whether the component was 

faulty, not why it was returned. The dependencies among decision rationales 

allow for follow-up questions that explore decisions in more depth. In the 

NTF example, one might inquire about the reason for the goal or why the 

tests were being performed in the particular order and not some other order. 

These are concerned with the design of the process rather than the process 

steps. The design was the result of its own decision making process and 

rationale. An example of how one can optimize the order of the steps in the 

NTF decision making process is developed in Section II of (Baclawski ef al, 

2018). 
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Conclusion 

We have shown that decision rationales are an effective basis for 

explaining some features of a system. Specifically, we have shown how 

decision rationales can be used to answer all of the main kinds of explanation 

questions for decisions: direct questions, counter-factual questions, 

contrastive questions, and followup questions. We also discussed how 

decision rationales can be developed, and presented a reference ontology for 

decision rationales. Having explored the concept of the decision rationale, 

we propose that they could be a significant contributor to explainability. 
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Science Bite: Sir Roger Penrose and Penrose Tilings 

Sir Roger Penrose used clever mathematical arguments in 1965 to prove that 
black holes are a direct consequence of Albert Einstein’s general theory of 

relativity. This is considered the most important contribution to the general 

theory of relativity since Einstein. For this result he received many awards 

including most recently a 50% share of the 2020 Nobel Prize in Physics. He 

is Emeritus Rouse Ball Professor of Mathematics at the University of 

Oxford. 

For this science bite we highlight a mathematical achievement by Penrose 

not related to astrophysics. This is the construction in 1974 of Penrose 

Tilings. Tilings are collections of pieces, typically polygons, that fill up the 

plane with no gaps and no overlaps. It was thought that tilings had to be 

periodic, that is, have a pattern that repeats itself over and over. Penrose 

constructed aperiodic tilings, which are formed from two tiles that can only 

tile the plane non-periodically. Although a result in pure mathematics, these 

tilings turned out to be closely related to quasicrystals in chemistry. In 1984 

such patterns were observed in the arrangement of atoms in quasicrystals 

(ordered but not periodic). 

Below we show one example of a Penrose tiling: 
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